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Delays evident
in dormitory fire
By Alan White
Chad Middleton, director of
Editor
^^-v Physical Plant, said he guessed
Improper procedure in the nJS of 1 damages to the building could run
an aerial ladder, combined with pro- aa high as $100,000. "We're in the
blems encountered inside the dorm process of determining thst right
may have contributed to the time it now."
took Richmond firefighters to bring
Middleton said as of Wednesday
last Wednesday's Keens Hall fire
there were no official figures as to
under control, according to fire the amount of damage done.
department chief William Lane.
According to Keene Hall dorm
Capt. Marion Lane of the departdirector Kurt Seybold, the alarm
ment's No. 3 station on Kit Carson
system in the dorm was pulled at
Drive said firefighters encountered
3:23 a.m. on Wednesday
several problems inside the building
According to William Lane, ofthat may have added to the difficulficers from the university's Division
ty in fighting the blase.
The Feb. 26 fire destroyed two of Public Safety were on the scene
dorm rooms and caused smoke and first. As is standard operating prowater damage throughout the sixth cedure, the Ire department waa put
floor. No students were injured but on standby while the alarm waa in
veetigated by public safety, Lane
personal property was lost.

said
"We got a standby call at 3:40
a.m. and they (public safety) called
back at 3:46 a.m and told us to
come on to the fire," Lane said.
Tom Liindquist, director of public
ssfety, said his department waa
notified of the fire at 3:38 a.m. by
the Keene Hall night hostess.
1 jndquist said his officers notified
the public ssfety dispatcher at 3:41
a.m. to contact the Richmond Fire
Department
The first group of firefighters,
under the command of Marion Lane,
waa dispatched to the scene from
the No. 3 station on Kit Carson
Drive. (Marion and William Lane
are brothers).
(See FIREMEN. Pag* ®

Fire victims get aid

Progress photo/Sean Elkins

Roped

Buddy Bennett, an undeclared sophomore from Frankfort, attempts to pick himself up after a
fall on the hill beside the Begley Building. Bennet was learning to rappel for his rock climbing class.

University spending
must meet budget
By Amy Wolfford
Managing editor
Although it may seam to students
the university operates to make
large sums of money, it is actually
designed to function as s non-profit
organization.
"There is one line in the state constitution that ssys revenues and expenditures shall balance," and since
the university is an agent of the
state, the revenues and expenditures shall be equal, said Jim
Clark, director of Budget and
Planning.
The university is required by law
to maintain a balanced budget each
year.
During the 1985-86 fiscal year, the
university should operate on a
budget of approximately $72.4

The other $36 million of universiThit the second port of a two-part ty expenditures is divided between
sines which has examined student
libraries, academic suport, student
and university finances.
services, maintenance and auxiliary
enterprises. Auxiliary enterprises
million.
The biggest part of the universi- include university housing, food serty dollar, about 31 percent, is spent vice, the bookstore and other areas.
Revenue comes to the university
on instruction. Most of the university's income, approximately 66 per- through several major sources
An estimated $40 million will
cent, comes from the state.
Instructional spending includes come to the university via governfaculty salaries and educational sup- mental appropriation. Another $13
plies, which added up to approx- million will come through student
imately $22 million this year. The tuition and fees. About $12 million
second largest expenditure is in- of the university's revenue comes
stitutional support, which totaled from the auxiliary aervkee.
The auxiiary enterprises are
f 14.6 million.
Institutional support includes operated on a non-profit system
general faculty benefits, such as also, said Charles Baldwin, vice
(See UNIVERSITY, Page 6)
retirement and social security.

In addition to keeping in close
By Phil Bowling
contact with needy students and
NewaEdRor
One week after the Keene Hall coordinating local businesses, RHA
fire, it has become a campus-wide voted to spend $46 for a Keene Hall
project to get victims' lives back to staff pizza party.
As an incentive to get people
normal.
The fire which destroyed two motivated. King prompted all RHA
rooms and caused water and smoke members to take a tour of the sixth
damage to others, displaced 24 floor. Many hall staffs have also
plsnned similar tours to make peostudents.
ple move when the fire alarm
Kent Terry, a resident of Room
sounds.
616 where the fire originated, said
Scott Taylor, who lived in Room
getting his life back together has
610, said King has not only proven
been difficult.
helpful to students as president of
"The hardest thing has been getRHA, but he has found her to be a
ting to sleep st nights." said Terry,
caring friend. "She has reproduced
a sophomore computer electronics
all my notes for me, since she is in
major from South Shore. "It still
three of my classes," he said.
scares me when I go to sleep st
Taylor, a senior computer science
night."
major from Louisville, considers
Terry said his family had helped
overcoming the crisis to be the bigs lot. "My parents and I went out
gest stumbling block. "I'm
and bought me enough to get by."
accepting it, moving on and trying
According to Terry, the universito recover my classes," he said.
ty waa very cooperative and helpful.
"There was essentially nothing
''The book store gave credit to get
left except for a couple pairs of
our hooka back," said Terry. "A lot
pants and maybe s few sweaters."
of other places offered credit for us
said Taylor.
to get some necessities."
David Tedrow, director of HousMelissa King, president, of ing, wss responsible for relocating
Residence Hall Association, said Tier sixth-floor residents. "It involved
group was willing to do anything simply finding rooms for the 24
possible to help the victims. "We students," said Tedrow.
contacted different people and
The Housing office began its
found out things they needed and relocation process at 8 a.m.,
then contacted people out in town."
Wednesday nearly four hours after
"IGA gave us some food for the •> the fire waa discovered "We were
guys." said King. She said Wal- able to relocate them all with their
Mart gave the six students who lost
same roommates," said Tedrow. All
everything a gift certificate to buy
were relocated in Keene Hall.
a certain amount of necessities.
The office of Food Services pro-

Progress staff report
Planning the budget and learning
the territory have been the major
concerns during his first weak in office, according to Dr. Joseph
Schwendeman, the new vice president of Administrative Affairs.
Schwendeman said he was "pleased with being offered the chance" to
work in the Administrative Affairs
department.
"I, of course, am now trying to
establish a budget and learn a lot,"
Schwendeman said.
"I've been meeting with directors
and other vice presidents who have
an input in the Administrative Affairs department."
.Schwendeman, who was vice
president of Academic Planning and
Development, replaced Dr. William
Sexton, who has retired
While vice president of Ad-

ploring. I'm sure we'll find some
things that need to be looked at."
University President Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk has said "there
probably are some areas that could
be tightened up a little bit."
Currently, the unit operates on s
$17 million budget and employs
over 600 people.
The vice president of Ad
ininistrstive Affairs i* in charge of
nine functioning divisions of the
university, inflating special programa. Hummel PlanetarWn. ad
ministrstive systems and programs,
computer operations end'quality
control, srartomic mmpiHng, radio
and television, natural areas, instructional media and Physical
Plant.
Schwendeman said he hopes to
divert more money to these and
other support units within the
department.
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Schwendeman starts job
ministrative Affairs, Sexton drew a
salary of $64,024 for the 1985-86
pay period. Schwendeman's position
as vice president of Academic Planning and Devslpment paid $64,289
for the 1986-86 pay period.
Schwendeman said he will not be
taking a $266 cut in salary. There
"will be no adjustment in salary,"
be said.
Schwedeman said he hoped to
build upon the progress made under
the Sexton administration.
He said the primary goal of the office will be to offer the Tiighest level
of service in the most economical
manner."
Schwendeman said at the top of
the list will be a sound Physical
Plant.
As for a reorganization of the Administrative Affairs branch,
Schwendeman said: "I'm still ex-

vided instant credit for Keene
residents during the day of the fire.
Student Affairs came here early to
make arrangements for food," ssid
Larry Martin, director of Food
Services.
"We offered them any meals they
wanted to eat," said Martin.
"Around 40 students came here all
dav Wednesday."
The staffs of Martin and Telford
halls helped to get everything
reorganized at Keene.
"We went over and tried to help
out in any way we could," said Nancy Martin, director of Martin Hall.
" I was sble to get in touch with Skip
Dsugberty and had him get some
good-stuff boxes for those people on
the sixth floor." ssid Ward.
Telford Hall's staff made an attempt to help out by preparing food
for the staff at Keene. "We got
together and fixed some sand
wichee, brownies and ooolriee and
took it over to the staff, which had
been working all day." said Christ*
O'Cull. director of Telford Hall.
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Calvin Horner, a worker with R and R Roofing and Sheet Metal, Inc., of Ironton, Ohio, loads
rocks into a wheelbarrow on the roof of Mattox Hall. The company is re-roofing several dorms
on campus.
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Keene inferno
should kindle
tougher rules
Last week's fire in Keene Hall
has raised some speculation.
Students are throwing rumors
around like a football on a Saturday afternoon.
The most often-hoard rumor is
that the Richmond Fire Department was either not equipped or
not experienced enough to
handle the sixth floor blaze, or
both.
Two entire rooms were
destroyed and smoke and water
damage was evident throughout
the sixth floor. Additional water
and smoke damage was done on
the fifth and seventh floors.
We won't pass judgment on
the Richmond Fire Department
this week. Whether or not they
followed procedure, and whether
or not it affected the time ft took
to get the fire under control, will
not be decided here.
There simply are not enough
facts on the fire gathered
together to form an opinion.
The university's safety coordinator has not completed his investigation into the fire.
-,^nie safety coordinator investigates accidents at the
university to determine whether
or not the university was
negligent and should be held
liable for damages.
An official from the state fire
marshal's office in Frankfort is
still conducting tests. He will attempt to determine exactly
what caused the fire that left 27
students without rooms.
Preliminary reports have
stated that the fire was started
by an electrical extension cord.
In light of last week's fire, we
wonder if the university ever
checks or tests the local fire
department for skill and proper
procedure.
We wonder if the university
has any idea at all if the local fire
department is even qualified to

fight s fire.
We wonder if the university
knows anything about the fire
department.
We wonder if the university
knows whether or not our dormitories meet all the state fire
codes.
Any student should be able to
pick up the phone and call the
appropriate university administrator to get these and any
other questions concerning fire
safety at the university
answered.
We have already drawn some
interesting conclusions to the
above questions. But we'd like
to see the university do the
same thing on its own.
Every time an alarm goes off
on this campus, the university
leaves the safety of the students
up to the fire department.
Again, we are not trying to lay
blame on the fire department.
We would Ike to see public safety called on the carpet to make
sure each person performed his
or her job to the beet of bis or
her ability.
We hope the university
understands that last Wednesday morning's fire could easily
have developed into a serious
tragedy.
Too often we eee steps taken
to curb a dangerous situation
after the fact.
They always step up patrols
when students' cars start losing
windshields, headlights and car
stereos.
They always erect stop signs,
paint crosswalks and slow the
campus speed limit after a few
students are struck by cars.
Will the university snact
tougher fire safety standards
and enforce stricter fire safety
rules aftmr 10 students are pulled from a dorm in body bags?
Probably.

Speech class
denies rights
This week, a university group
voiced a need for additional student training in speech.

general education, it is not
specific education as this bill attempts to indicate.

Monday evening, the university's Student Senate passed a
bill requiring all students,
beginning
with entering
freshmen in 1987, to take
Speech 100 as a part of the their
general education requirements.

This requirement would force
students who use math, computer science, foreign language
or other symbolic courses
toward degree requirements to
take additional general education classes.

The sponsor of the bill and the
members of the body who voted
in favor of the legislation said
communication skills are a vital
pert of a college education and
would enhance a student's communication process.

The author, a speech communications studies major,
stated in the bill that the university "seeks to... enable effective and efficient communication."

Let's face it. This is America.
What happened to our constitutional freedom of speech, or in
this case, freedom from taking
speech?
Students should be Slowed to
take the symbolics of information classes they choose. Six
hours of the category are
already filed with freshman
English courses.
The remaining three to six
hours can be filled with approximately 68 other class options.
Student Senate voted 17-10 to
see speech become a requirement for general education, the
university requirement of taking a certain number of hours
unrelated to students' majors in
order to complete s degree.
The phrase "general education" is exactly what it states -

Will taking a speech class
guarantee a student this gift? A
grade of "D" is all the university student needs to pass the
class, and we do not feel this will
effectively serve the student's
best interest.
Speech 100 and three other
speech classes are currently offered as general education
courses. A student has the option to take the class if he or she
desires.
Why not leave it at that? A
student's major core is planned
down to the last credit hour, and
general education is provided to
make the student well-rounded
in other areas.
We hope the Committee on
Academic Affairs takes a close
look st this bill and discusses it
thoroughly before setting the
policy in stone.

*n

Ticket scalper discovers niche
Rob had to make money to get
through college. It is expensive, you
know. Why. there are books, housing, tuition, food and entertainment
to pay. The finances just were not
available.
Sure. Rob could have tried getting
a real job. There were always openings at the cafeteria or the library.
He felt these were not challenging
enough and did not provide the income he needed to get through
another year at the university.
He was two notches short of being violently opposed to donating
plasma. The red substance that
might have come out of his veins
reminded him of the time he drank
five Bloody Marys at a convention
in the capital city of Ohio
Rob and his buddies thought
about income. "There has to be a
way. a way to make the big bucks."
Rob said.
Drugs would make money for
him. but the mind-altering
substances are illegal and Rob
would never do anything that illegal. Rob heard the dudes from
"Miami Vice" were in Richmond
this week, anyway.
Selling stolen property was also a
crime too big for Rob to commit
without feeling guilty.

Off the record-

thought aloud.
Rob was indeed correct. The ballet
was a sellout. Rob sold the S3
tickets for over $5, a $2 profit for
each pass.
"This is it; the profession of a
lifetime," Rob said as he handed
over the last one.

Amy Wolfford
Rob could sell books back to the
bookstore, but he might! fail his
classes. We would not want that to
happen. He could sell other books,
like encyclopedias or Bibles, but this
would take up too much time.
All conventional ideas he could
come up with were illegal. The most
profitable, illegal idea he came up
with was scalping tickets. He had
the connections and he knew, from
his high school days, how the
system worked.
First, Rob had to find the most
popular events. The Louisville
Ballet was going to be in town soon.
Rob was first in the line to purchase tickets several weeks ago. The
entire front row was his. "These
tickets will go for the big bucks." he

Next, was men's basketball. Sure
attendance was low. sure the season
was not good, but the tickets still
went like hotcakes.
Scalping tickets to university
events became even more profitable
for little Robbie. Every campus
event, from games to plays, Rob
sold tickets at inflated prices.
He became the campus cinema entrepreneur. For e. ery movie shown.
Rob got a 25 percent cut.
When the Twit Brothers, Dim and
Slim, appeared in Brock Auditorium
for an encore performance, Rob was
there.
That time he bought out the entire middle section. Students were
screaming for days to get "the good
seats," and Rob knew they had to
pay the price.
These students slept for days on
the 12th floor of Commonwealth

Hall, hoping, just hoping, they
would get to see Slim and Dim up
close and personal.
It was too late for some events.
Rob missed his chance to profit
from "Nazi Tales Told" and the
"Cowboy Hangin' Hour."
Rob even sold tickets at events
deemed "free to the public." His audience adored him.
Ethnic events, such as "How to
Polka in 10 Easy Steps." drew
students like flies to honey, and Rob
easily made a mint.
The job put Rob through five
years of college. He graduated with
a degree in recreation and a minor
in marketing.
The job market opened at Rob's
convenience. His professional
background enabled him to enter
the career of his choice - mayor of
the university town.
Rob came to all campus activities
and became a "professional alumni
sports booster" for the university's
field hockey team.
This column is dedicated to the
memory of Milo the goldfish, who
died a tragic death in last week's
Keene Hall fire.

Living will bill needed support
By PUB Logue
Not many of ua would refuse help
from whatever pain or Buffering we
may be experiencing. If we are hurt,
we sesk immediate medical attention. If we are sick, we an to a physician so he or she can prescribe a
medication that will help ua feel
better.
What about those individuals for
whom there is no helpful treatment
or medication?
Many people live from day today
completely oblivious to the rest of
the world. Some are the victims of
accidents. Some are victims of
disease and yst others are
MsMBsssMd
Thirty-five states and the District
of Columbia now have living will
laws. A bill that went before the
1986 session of the Kentucky
General Aaaembly legalizing living
wills chad earlier this month.
Those who favored the bill believed it would give people the right to
die with dignity. Those who opposed it callad it murder.
Many feel that we should not be
given the chance to and our own
bvee. They say It Is no dfferent than
suicide extant that the action that
causes death is not directly performed by the individual.
We do not decide by ourselvea to
come into this world. Our parent* do
that, and they make most of our
decisions for us until we reach an
age when we are capable of doing so
ourselves.
We choose what collage we will attend, what our career will be, who
we will marry and how we will live
our Uvaa. We are aleo raaponaible for
making decisions that waf affect not
only our lives, but also those of our

Pam Logue it a junior journalism
major and a staff writer for the
Progress,

to spare themselves and their
f amiliee this type of hardship. They
should have the right to die with

loved
Why shouldn't we be able to
choose not to live in suffering or
while being kept alive by artificial

who should be the one who actually termhaatss the parson's life?
It ia the duty of a physician to do
everything in hia or her power to
preserve lib He must use all

Before dying in 1966. Karen Ann
Quintan, a victim of a near fatal
alcohol and drug combination, lay
comatose for 10 years. 9HWU kept
mm by machines that helped bar
breathe, provided nourishment and
performed most other bodily
functions
There was nothing doctors could
do for Quinlan Her parent* triad
several times to gain parmission to
havs her removed from the
machinaa, and after being denied by
the courts several times, they did
receive this permission.
After the machinaa ware disconnected, Quinlan continued to live.
Her parents could do nothing but
visit. They triad to talk to her in
hopes that somehow shs could bear.
But aha showed little or no
rasp onss
The type of treatment that
Quinlan and many other Americans
require, cost* thouaands of dollar.
each year. Moat families can t afford
the msdksl expanses and often insurance is not adequate.
Whan a family member is in
capacitated with ao hope of
recovery the family suffer*, not only financially, but also emotionally,
mentally and even physically. They
must watch the f amity member
alowly loss his or oar grip on life.
All people atwmM hm the r«-ht
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In other words
To th« editor:

dirty carpete year after year. Such
issues as inadequate campus housing. armed security officers and inadequate library hours are just
drops in the bucket.
There era also the issues of Up service to affirmative action and
desegregation,
tokeniam
surrounding the Office of Minority
Affsirs and the ever increasing sa-ja
of financial aid.
There was even a rally in
Frankfort in the name of higher
education. It seems to me that the
real issue is higher pay for faculty
and administrators onry, not higher
education.
I will not begin to elaborate on the
thievery of the bookstore and food
service or the injustice of institutionalized racism against our
athletes who make thousands of
dollars for EKU but get nothing in
return; in some esses not even s
degree.
We've spent money replacing
good carpet in the Powell Building
with carpet that has EKU written
on it; don't we all know we're at
EKU?
We've spent money on furniture
for the lobby of the Moore Building
while the air conditioning, dsasafcsl
ventilation hoods and laboritoriee
are in desperate shape.
I can onry conclude that education
is not a priority at EKU and that
students ere being chested for the
of individualistic concerns of
_L selfishness, bureaucracy and
iterdepartmsntal squabbles.
These are the issues that must be
addressed if EKU is to live up to its
charter to prepare individuals that
will lead thia country into the 21st
century.

Not satisfied
It has ofu-n been said that change
comaa from four worda - "I am not
aatiateL " For the rwt of our tanure
at EKU, thia muat h«»r«wy> our
premies. It must so baoome because
it is important to remember the
ultimata reason to enter an institution of higher learning is to be
educated.
More importantly, it is vital that
we recognise that being educated
entails much more than mnstlnj requirements to obtain a degree
It mesns having acquired the
wisdom to preserve what is good
about the past and the vision to
seek a better future; it means having acquired the ability to work hard
and relax completely, to have a
mind of your own and a heart that
feels for others.
With all due respect to the
priceless education recieved at
EKU. I must fulfill the task for
which I have been prepared.
I am not satisfied with the fact
that the Martin Luther King, Jr.,
issue has not been settled. I am appalled at the cavalier attitude of
those administrators who fail to
recognize that the university is here
to serve the students i
I'm engulfed with anger that the
student government dose nothing
put pass trashy legislation to increase the sate of the diploma; who
gives a damn about the sixe of a
diploma?
There are a vast number of issues
that are continuously swept under

In regard to the February 26th fire
at Kssns Hell, we would like to express our appreciation and gratitude
to those people who gave their time
and energy helping us through this
ordeal. Without their help, it would
have bean anpossfbls lor us to continue our Mves with even a email
degiss of normalcy.
We would especially sice to thank
Keene Hell Director Kurt Seybold.

Matthew Guatin
Anthony Hudson

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourages its readers to write a
letter to the editor on any topic.
Letters
submitted
for
publication should b*» addressed
to the newspaper and must
contain the author's address and
telephone number.
Letters must include the
author's signature. Carbon
copies, photocopies and letters
with illegible signatures will not
be acceo^.
Unsigned letters ^flt not be
acc_
Eastern Progress routinely condenses letters before
publication; however, grammar
and punctuation will not be
corrected.
The Eastern Progress uses its
own judgment to determine if a
letter is libelous or in poor taste,
and reserves the right to reject
any letter.

By Jamie Baker
Staff writer
Each year many students struggle through a course and try to do
their best without the realization of
the tutoring services provided on
campus.
The tutoring program has been at
the university since 1973 and its official title is Student Special Services, said tut* ing supervisor Kate
Williams.
"We are a federally funded program and students who wish to use
our services must qualify for them,"
said Williams.
The money for the program comes
from the Department of Education
and is part of the Trio program.
"We have about 20 tutors and
helpers and they are very busy,"
said Williams.
The tutors are provided for varied
subject areas depending on what
tutors the program has available.
"Basically our tutors work with
incoming freshmen in general education courses. We also have some
tutors for chemistry and computer
science," amid Williams.
Many times there is a question of
eligibility of students, so the tutoring service notifies incoming
qualified freshmen or freshmen who
have scored low on the American
CoUege Test
The students must fll out an application and then be placed on a
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I
W
I VR 200 FILM
°rWi 5
CL-110,
Ragular-slze prints from one roll or disc of I
.
12
EXP.

15
EXP

399

color-print film at time of processing.

FISH & FRIES
F

2 for $3.00

THE CHOICE 18 YOURS.

188

inD's

I.ihmo'xl

Ivory Shampoo
& Conditioner,

SINGLE or DOUBLE PRINTS I

Captain D\

«•*. ony oeter tpeciol

IMI»HM.

12" 1 Item Pizza

Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut french fries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies.

FISH & FRIES
<5?YS1.50
Ottef axptrea March 27. 1966

$1.00

16 oz.

SUPERx PHOTO COUPON

I CUP 1MB COUPON ■■■■■■■•■■■■
Two tender fish fillets. natural cut french fries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies.

• $5 00 Minimum Delivery

2 DrinkS

$499

a »r.»?ii 11 u aaafaaS placa

io» *•*••*• a

'-^4

$1.69

16.5-17.5 OZ.

Reach
Toothbrushes

YOU CAN EAT
Country Stylo Dinner

Adult film Listing Upon Request

Look For Our Current Movie Listings In Your
Lobby Before You Call

$2.29

%\l£* SO^L

VCR & 2 Movies
$10.00
Rent 2 Movies & VCR or 4 Movies
and Get a Pizza For'/» PRICE
* Must Show 3 IDs

Tony's Pizza

Hair Sense has the newest fcawiing bed system
available today! With great picas, plenty of times
available and a free extra or two all you need to
do is pick up the phone and call TODAY!

■ ■■■MB.■■■■■■■■ CUP THIS COUPON ■■■■■■■■■■■«

$5.00
$2.50

Coppertone
Suntan lotion
4 oz.

Col* Slaw

ggt

ntess&

NOW
6234567

Fr.nch Ff .••

\

8oz

sense

1059 Berea Road. Richmond

'■

Keebler
TATO SKINS

300

PH. 824-0321

i

1 application.
Shampoo-in
hair color.
''»" Assorted shades.

N O W and call

We ore located in Bjusprosi Villoge ot Exit 90 Richmond f

00

CLAIROL
NICE 'N
EASY

Captain
D'&
a great lit tie seafood place.

VCR & Movie
Rentals Delivered

1

Limit 4 roNs please.

GRAB your phone

iMmmmi

Dorm Residents ....

00

So you've waited too long?
You've called everywhere
else.

$3.00

SUN LIGHT
DISHWASHING
LIQUID

towels.

There are certain qualifications
that students must meet before
they are eligible for the tutoring
services.
These qualifications kiclude: coming from a low-income family; being
a first generation student, which
means neither parent has earned a
four-year degree, and students that
are physically handicapped or have
a learning disorder, said Williams.
"About two-thirds of the students
who use our facuities fall into the
first two categories," said Williams.
Some of the tutors are paid, some
are volunteers, but the majority do
it for work-study credit.
"The majority of the tutors want
to be in a helping role and get paid
on the side," said Williams.
The tutors also feel it is a muchneeded service for the university.
"It's an excellent program and
provides services that are desperately needed. We need better facilities
and more financial aid - not cuts,"
said Teresa Williams from Stanton.
Williams, s graduate student,
works part time for the tutoring
services.
"I work ss a tutor, a peer-helper
that works like a counselor and a
clerk and I love it," she said.

• piZZa

,

Coca Cola
2 Liter Bottles

absorbent

waiting list.
"There are quite a few who
haven't received help due to a lack
of funds," said Williams.

reooiers

N

Letters should be typed and
double-spaced. They should also
rx no longer than 250 words
(about one and one. half pages).
The Eastern Progress also
gives readers an opportunity to
express more detailed opinions in
a column called "Your Turn."
These columns should be in the
form of an. editorial. Those
interested ifi -vriting a "Your
Turn" should contact the
newspaper beioresupmitting an
article.
Letters should be mailed or
brought to The Eastern
Progress. 117 Donovan Annex,
Eastern Kentucky University,
40475.
The deadline for submitting a
letter for a specific issue is noon
on Monday prior to Thursday's
publication.
Letters will be used in accordance with available space.

Basil II alliday

Students offer help
by tutoring others

X

fe/HSfS Crockett, Dean of Student Life, the Director of Housing.
and also the RAs for their help in
organizing the cleanup and transition of dorm rooms.
It would be foolish of us not to
mention and thank Kan Kssms and
Mehaea Kmg, presides* of the Student Senate and RHA. respectively, for their presence in light of the
events. HUB sign of couceiu and caring was greatly appreciated by all.

Thank you

!

■

•I

iSL

12 exposures.

Lrmit ona <oN or dac par coupon Limit ooa B
coupon par oroar CompatiMa C41 procatal
film only. Encloaa coupon with oroar
Good thru March 18, IMS.

Ask our pharmacists for your
FREE FOLDER ON CHILD CARE
SAFETY TIPS
Each year over 15,000 children in the U n rted States
disappear. Many more are abused and subjected
to violence. Find out how you can help protect
your tots, grade school and teenage children. Get
your FREE copy today.
MARCH IS CHILD HEALTH MONTH

( 'ooo-oo M a.
KAINCHfCK UoaV
ovoaaalo to* MM an on *io»« H **• run out o* an i

mMi

.•m. y»u **i.v **>■.■■ • aawai ■■<■ •*•«* «**« aaaseai
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People poll 5S "-

Aging guitarist
finds freedom

Mffously? Why or

——

-

Manny Wigger. Mentor, marveling
and Spanish, Columbus. Ga.

Scott Slattery, senior, accounting.
Frankfort

"Only when I'm in the female
dorms late at night and can't find
my pants."

"No. I have a hard time taking
( anything seriously on this campus."

Mike Smith, freshman, undecided.
Greensburg
Audrey Bortner. junior, public
relations, Mullica Hill. N J
•Nifger

rtner

"Yes. because of all the fires we've
been having lately."

"In my dorm I do. because 1 live
in O'Dnnnell. There are a lot of
pranks and I don't want to take the
chance."

Slatler

Jody Charleston, sophomore,
computer information systems,
Louisville

Gary Werenskjoid, sophomore,
parks and recreation. New Orleans,

"Yes. because you never know
when it is the real thing."

"Yes. because there's potential for
a fire and someone could get hurt."

Robinson,
junior,
Laura
and
advertising.
marketing
Louisville

Lynn Ray, senior, accounting,
Lancaster

"Yes. because people don't usually pull the fire alarm at Walters for
a joke."
-.

Charleston

"Yes. I'm not going to take the
chance that it is a false alarm since
I live in an upperclassman dorm."

obmson

With spring break only eight days
away and warmer weather just
around the corner, weight loss
becomes important to many
students E xcaas pounds are easier
to disguise under big winter
sweaters, but junk foods are harder
to hid* in shorts.
Now is the time to take a self
inventory. If there's ali ttle more of
you "around"' than you'd like - then
do aomethhaa; about it
Losing weight is no easy task, but
it can be done safely and effectively. One must remember when begin
nine • dk* bow kmg it took to gain
sicees weight. Just a* weight gain
is gradual, so should weight lose be.
How much should one weigh?
Ideal body weight for women allows
100 pounds for the first 6 feet of
height plus 6 pounds for ovary additional inch
For men, allow 106 pounds for the
first Hve feet of height and 6 pounds
for every additional inch For exam
pie. a woman 6 feet 6 inches tall
should weigh 126 pounds, while a
man 6 feet 2 inches tall should weigh
160 pounds.
These ralmlatlons are baaed on
medium maid. For small frames
subtract 10 percent. For large
frames add 10 percent.
If you discover from the calcula
tions you are above ideal weight, a
weight reducing plan may be
For weight lose to occur, fewer
calories need to be eaten and activity need* to be increased One pound
of body fat is equal to 3.600 calories.
To lose one pound each week.
reduce daily caloric intake by 600
calories. To lose two pounds each
week (which is the maximum
amount recnrnmenrterl) reduce daily

Nanttti Harpring, a senior
dittetici major at tht univtrtity, it
filling in for Dr. Judith Hood this
Maw.
caloric intake by 1.000 calortao.
How does one determine daily
calorie need*? Actual weight
multiplied by activity level will give
ipfmriimate calorie needs. If lightly active (daily routine activities),
multiply current weight by 18.5.
If moderately active (daily routine
activities in addition to daily exer
cise regimen), multiply current
weight by 16.
If vigorously active (laborer or
strenuous endurance-type exerdsel,
multiply present weight by 18.
For example, a 126-pound, lightly active woman would require approximateH/ 1.688 calories par day
to malntati present weight
It is important Co distribute
calories over at least three meals.
Breakfast b) important, yet it is
often skipped. Even when dieting do
not skip meals, but reduce calories
from each meal and choooo ^—kj
carefully.
The average diet has more than an
adequate supply of protein, but
often contains too much fat. The
average diet should contain the
following total distribution of
calories: 30-36 percent fat. 10-16 percent protein and 60-60 percent
carbohydratee.
Fat give* a feeling of satiety, or
"fullness," and la necessary in the
diet for adherence. However, it is
also the moat concentrated energy
source, containing nine calories per
gram.
Therefore,
reducing
(not
eliminating) fat intake will
significantly lower caloric intake.
Proteins sre used by the body to
build new tissues, to serve ae an

tibodias and to maintain water, salt
and acid balances of the body fluids,
sajBQejgj other things.
Although it is important, an ex
cess amount of protein is Un
neceeaary as it can be converted to
fat aa well Two ounces of servings
from the meat group wil supply the
average adult with daily protein
Carbohydrates are used strictly
for energy and provide 4 calories per
gram. There are two types: simple
(refined sugars I and complex (found
in starches and fiber.)
Whan losing weight, greatly
reduce intake of simple carbohydratee and iin i earn HM amount
of complex. In other words.
eliminate granulated sugars, rich
dssssrU, soft drinks and candy, and
rntnti nn Inrnssiisj i iiiawimii
tioo of fresh fruits, vegetables,
whole grain cereals and breeds
While reducing caloric intake,
remember to increase activity level
The body is designed for movement
However, we live in a society that
works hard to avoid activity.
Exercise will not only bum
caloriao (walking two and one-half
miles per hour burns 210 calories
per hour), but will speed up
metabolism and help keep the body
tone while reducing

Reach more than
10,000 readers with
classified ads/

Will Burdette. nearly 70 years old.
could no longer be expected to survive the cold street life of this New
England township. Wayneview provided for people like Will.
Hospital officials forced Will to
become a temporary resident of the
nursing home, at the town's expense. His independence was
deteriorating from his failing health.
Three weeks had passed since Will
came to the home and his life remained a mystery. Why was he one
of the few "street people" in quaint
Wayneview?

W ■ •"'>',!< |Oid

Break springs weight watching
By NasMtto Harpriag

As the nurse entered the elderly
man's room, she thought she
recognized the name. Surely not,
this man was a bum off the street.
The man had been brought to the
Wayneview Nursing Home upon request of the local hospital. He had
been found in an alley just off High
Street after he suffered a mild heart
attack.

Eating is a learned behavior, and
bad habits need to be changed to
help maintain desired weight once
lost. Here are some behavior
modification tips to hasp:
»- Est slowly. It takes 20 minutes
for the rtnraarh to signal the brain
it is full. If possible, get up during
the middle of the meal and do
something else to delay this time:
^Est with the non-dominant
hand. Again. Una will delay the
satiety
signal;
• Hsve a designated place to eat
and eat only at that place,
preferably at a table or desk;
• Eat three meals daih/ at planned times. If snacks are desired,
make them nutritious, planned ones
Good ssjejsjsj kasjajda fcjge fnirt* and
raw vegetables, and
• Eliminate other activities while
eating. Thia includes talking on the
phone, watching television, or doing
homework.
Eating nutritiously and enjoying
it is s cbalange and certainly a
possibility.
If you would like nutrition
counseling come to the Nutrition
Clinic at the Student Health Center
on Wed near! ays at 4 pm. and sign
in to see the nutrition counselor.

THEOPHILUS

However, Kim Parker was determined to find out how she knew the
man's name and everything about
him. Kim had come to the nursing
home as a registered nurse nearly 20
years ago.
During Nurse Parker's vacation,
the elderly man had been admitted.
Since returning from vacation, she
had been getting reorganized and
was now setting out to get the story
Will refused to give.
She entered the room to find Will
sitting on the side of the bed listening to a transistor radio. This item
and a well-used guitar were the only possessions Will brought to the
home, with the exception of the
near-rags he had once worn.
Will was listening to the radio station with a look of disgust on his
face. He continued to rapidly turn
the dial in search of something that
did not reflect the music of the '90s.
Upon finally sensing someone's
presence. Will turned and looked at
the nurse. "Who are you and what
do you want with me?" he snapped.
"I've already had my medication
this afternoon."
Nurse Parker was shocked at
Will's rambunctious behavior, but
only smiled and introduced herself.
She also told him she wanted to find
out some things about him.
"There's nothing to tell except
that I'm a run-down old man who
happens to be losing my luck." said
Will. He changed the station again
and stopped when he found a station saluting the 1970s.
Will suddenly became enchanted
and lost all interest in Nurse

Parker's attempts at conversation.
A song by the title of "Country
Roads" was being played and Will
was tapping his foot and trying to
remember the words to the John
Denver song.
Suddenly, be scurried to the closet
and pulled out the old guitar. He
made his way back to the bed and
began playing along with the radio.
Nurse Parker was startled at the
scene, but began to remember him.
Flashbacks of her college days suddenly
brought
back
the
acknowledgement of Will Burdette
and his existence in her life.
It was the first time that she was
to do actual hospital work. She and
nine other students had participated
in a month-long adventure in a nearby city.
On the first night, the students
hit most of the popular night spots.
The most-frequented bar was
located next door to their hotel.
As they entered The Thirsty 1, a
guitarist was being introduced. Will
Burdette had been the entertainment in that beachhouse decorated
lounge!
The students and WU1 had often
chatted before and after his show.
He knew all their favorite classics
and did the songs justice.
By the end of the song. Nurse
Parker realized she was singing
along with Will like they had back
at the lounge. Will stopped playing
and turned to her and asked if she
remembered the days of the "lounge
lizards." as he had called them.
Throughout the evening and near
the end of Nurse Parker's shift, the
two reminisced and sang some of
their favorite songs. Will told her
that his career had simply ended as
the classic music was replaced by
the computer-processed sound of
today.
That night after Nurse Parker left
his room, Will continued to strum
on the old guitar and cry. At nearly
3:30 a.m.. a routine check by the
nurse on duty found Will upright in
the corner chair.
Will had passed away while sitting in the chair holding his precious
guitar. His love for music had been
shared and he no longer had to rebel
against the modern society.

Come worship with us at 235 North Second St.
Sunday 9:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.; Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
MX) CCN'T BELIEVE THE
BIBLE ANY MORE THAN I

MARK Ito 16 SAYS "HE THAT
BELIEVETH ANP IS BAPTIZEP
SHALL BE SAVEP.* V0 YOU
BELIEVE THAT? MUST ONE BE
BAPTISED TO BE SAVED?

HEY EASTERN!
It wouldn't be too cool
to go on SPRING BREAK
without a new

RUGBY SHIRT! !V
201 Water St.

Across from tit

BASH RIPROCK'S
128 Main Street
624-BASH

ISUB AND SOFT DRINK
$1.99*
r

Monday through Friday

Dial-A-Bible-Moment 624-24
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News capsule

RHA dismisses
two members

Tutors needed
for classes
Tutors in math, sociml aid natural
sciences, English composition and
literature and business are needed
for student athletes.
Applications are available
through the Office of Student and
Employment. For more information
contact Jackie Maki at 622-1628

Career day
planned Friday
Allied Heatih and Nursing Career
Day will be held Friday from 9 a.m.
to noon in the Keen Johnson
Ballroom.
All interested students are invited
to come by and discuss career options with health professionals.
For more information contact
Laura Menus at 622-2766.

Taft seminar
set for July

t

■•'-

The university will sponsor the
1986 Taft Seminar for Teachers, a
program to upgrade and motivate
Proqress photo/Mario Mitchell
I
)
good teaching of the US. Constitu- Rugby wrap-up
tion and a two-party government in Barry Whitehead and Sally Gray found their\owrrway to battle the elements as they watched
elementary and secondary schools.
Thirty teacheiB from around the a recent rugby match between the university^and the University of Kentucky.
state will be chosen to participate in
the two-week conference set for July 12-25.
Applications for the seminar can
be obtained from Dr. Paul BlanBy Becky Bottoms
chard, Department of Government.
staff have not given consideration ing sure no one gets hit by anything.
Staff writer
Dr. Glen Kleine and Blanchard
to the problem. "We're always
David Jackson, a 21-year-old
Although campus policies exist allowed to have our windows open," business major from Louisville and
have been named as directors of the
against the opening of room win- he said.
a staff assistant in Palmar Hall, said
dows, many dorms have in-house
In Commonwealth Hall, however, his dorm does not officially have a
policies stating exceptions to the the windows are locked from late locked window rule.
rule.
December to early March, said
"In the past we've never had a
Almost ail male dormitories have Assistant Director Dave Holten.
problem with people throwing trash
Friday is the last day to drop a
restrictions on when the residents
"During the colder periods we do or yelling out the windows," said
dams. Students dropping below fullcan leave their windows open.
keep the windows locked because Jackson.
time enrollment must check with
There are some exceptions to this
they really don't need them open
Jaannette Crockett, dean of Student
Tom Gallagher, a 19-year-old
rule. Mattox and O' Donnell halls do anyway," said Holten,
Life, according to Jill AUgier, assisnot have restrictions on their
Holten asm said they keep the biology major from Edgewood.
tant registrsr.
windows.
windows locked for the safety of doesn't agree with the locked
She said students BJaialnj on
"Those rules are mostly for high- passers-by. "A few things have been window policy.
dropping a class this semester
"I can see their point, but then
rise dorms with air conditioning," flying out of our windows," said
should meet with then- advisers
again it's land of pointless The
said Tun Coley, director of Maddox
Holten.
today. There will be a fee of $4
Hall
According to him, the locked win- heating system keeps it so hot it's
charged for each class dropped.
According to Coley, he and his dows area preventative way of mak unbearable," said Gallagher.

.**-0"««Jiiv.'

Rules vary on windows

Last day to drop

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
THE PLACE TO

PARTY
MADISON GARDEN
1IUIIIIII

HAROLDS LAUNDRY
CENTER

Judy's Precision Cut Beauty Salon
Reg. $35 perm now $20
includes cut and conditioner

Haircuts
$6.00 w/free shampoo

come by and register for a chance to win a free perm
or haircut during our Grand Opening

Call on us at
Fashions on 5th
for all your hair styling
needs:
Kalhy Short
Debbie VanWinkle
Qitu Webb
y~~

Phone: 623-0892

TANNING
BED
10 Visits
for
$20.00

227 W. Irvine St. (Denny Insurance Agency)
623-0557 for appointments
walk-ins are welcome!
Judy Teater -- owner

^f*s^the cut that counts!' ^

WE LO yE-etJiCf
NEW
KING
D.J. BORES

-Valvoliiw IOW30(upU>5«|ts.) -New Oil Filter*
-From chassis lubrication

I Vine in I "> inimiies-flon't let younar suffer any longer!
Al.Si)- I lie IK-SI mnlflei money tan l>uy is now ON SAl.r.!

BRING IN THIS Al) and get $5.00 off our Original

•in slink tillers only. I0VV40 now available for a slight
extra charge

READY!
ALL WORK
GUARANTftDl
nwtatl
I Tune-Up*. Muffler*. Brake*
I Work Boloncing Shock*. Sallerle*
IA lore* Selection of Cor • Truck
I Tire*. Alignment*

*.

v:«i.s«c Hin:«
'

■

624-0190

i

Monroe Gas-Matic
Shocks & Monroe
Struts Available
Tradition
Steal Belted Radial
«T— lu»«Wl8«—le—ovc'Wiim'COr** UnHM KieMd fwd owgn
• CMHuMOWB
*

BM14

BBBRMH

If you have asthma (particularly the kind that
comes on-during or right after exercising), you
can earn $200 by participating in a medical study
at the University of Kentucky Medical Center.
You must be male and between the ages of 18
and 40. For more information and an
appointment call: 233-6755.

KAPPA
DELTA

Start your tan
now for

xp* SPrinS

Break
Welcomes
Their Spring
Pledges!

Within walking distance of campus
Specials on packages and lotions.
10 visits-$29.95

Call for an appointment or stop by.

<i k>
Hin

"We will take the keys at the door
of those drivers wishing to drink
and decide (upon leaving) if you can
drive home," said Ann Browning,
RHA secretary. "If you can't deal
with that policy, don't come."

Earn $200

310 E. Main St.(next to Central Liquors)
623-8110

Open: Mon-Fri 8-? Sat 9-5 Sun 1-5

iii.

In addition, RHA voted to allot
$16 for refreshments for a mixer
held with Student Senate at the
Mule Barn. Neither organization
will provide alcoholic beverages at
the social.

Asthma?

Tanning Salon

DISCOUNT MUFFLERS
KH

"This would serve to remind
ourselves that this is university
policy," said Parsons.

[University Tire Center Wfe

THE SUN SHOPPE

WOLFF Tanning System

<>!■< ii Mini iii

RHA also hoard a bill by Parsons
concerning the establishment of
quiet hours in residence halls. The
bill calls for individual hall councils
to establish quiet hours.

(9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. daily)

exhaust pro
\Mtvm li» I'.iwiiiM in |crr)'»

The bill was tabled due to lacking
support and numerous questions
called against its merit.
A bill concerning 24-hour co-ed
study arses in halls wss asked to remain in committee whue a survey is
taken. According to the committee,
the survey will be given to random
students, directors and night
hostesses of each ball

IBISCOUNTS POA STUDENTS WITH
Get Your Cor |
SPRING BREAK

Fxhaust Pro Muffler-recommended by Darrill Waltrip

and guaranteed for lile-WH AT A DEAL! Now thru
March 31, 198b

Parson's bill would call for RHA
to withhold 60 percent of a hall's
money if its council was determined to be inactive for s six-month
period. "It's not talking about a
week hall council, it's talking about
a body that doss not have one at
all," said Parsons.
"It has already caused enough
conversation telling them that yoa
are serious.' said Jeanette Crockett,
dean of Student Life. "Maybe that's
the way to do it, but I'm not sure
whether I can support withholding
funds."

Although a current piece of
legislation stating this requirement
exists. Parsons said many halls had
strayed from this and quiet hours
are being decided upon by the directors, the staff, or both

A bill concerning inactive hall
councils was brought out of committee for discussion. The bill had been
placed in committee at the last
meeting due to a lacking definition
of "inactive."
Steve Parsons, author of the bill,
had great difficulty in getting the
group to hear his bill. Most of those
speaking against the bill eflfppl wined of the bill's harshness.
"We have to drag people to the
meetings," said Drew Squires of
Todd Hall. "You can't make people
join hall council."

115 N. For*** Dr.. Richmond

formerly Betty Lou's

Get That Dirty Oil Out NOW!
It's Time For A CLEAN Change!

RHA Treasurer Michael Evans
said the executive session wss held
to keep things quiet until definite
plans were made. "I think Todd
streesed to Melissa and she stressed it to the body to keep everything
secret," he said.

Foil mielmni

DROP IT OFF AND PICK IT UP
FOR THAT
PROFESSIONAL LAUNDRY TOUCH
Southern Hills Plaza

By Phil Bowling
News Editor
Residence Hall Association went
into executive session twice during
Monday's meeting. The first time
was to remove to members for
absenteeism and the second for
discussion of fire safety.
President Melissa King calltd the
first session to discuss personnel
who had been missing meetings.
During this ssssion. the group voted
on and ilei iiwl to di—ill Donna
Ward and Karen Atkins from RHA
due to an excessive amount of
absences.
According to King, the two had
misssd several meetings and were
given warning of the action following excessive absenteeism
The second time the group called
for executive session was to discuss
"fire safety." according to King.
The reason behind the call for an executive session was due to unsure
^■■"ling. amid King.
Todd Smith, president of Mattox
Hall Council, is in charge of the Fire
Safsty Week planning King said
the group discussed the possibility
of a Fire Safety Week but came to
no definite conclusions.

Kandi Harper
Karen Rice
Linda Robinette

I
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University dollar
spent on teaching

Firemen admit
some problems
(Co»ti«..d Iiom Psgs 1)
"We had myself and a driver and
three people," Marion Lane said
Three firemen entered the
building whie a pump operator and
equipment man stood by at the
truck.
"The way we went in waa down
off the By-Pats. We couldn't aee any
smoke at all. As a matter of fact, I
reported no amoke. But when we got
inaide we soon found out that there
waa," Lane said "So we went up to
the sixth floor."
Lane said backup units were called to the scene
A call came in from public safety
officer Greg Lemons to check the
sixth floor for students.
"So I sent two people in to search.
because that's our main job. He
(Lemon) said. 'I don't know if
anybody got out or not.' "
Lemon gave the firemen a pass
key to inspect the room.
"So we went down and had the
wrong key. So we came back out
and in the meantime we brought a
hoee from the bottom (fifth) floor
down."
"So we finally got it up and we
sprayed some water. We did get
back to search the room, which
there wasn't anybody. At this time
we had never seen any fire from the
inaide," Marion Lane said. Hs said
he and his men were at the wrong
end of the hall.
"So we got the water and started
back down the hall. This must have
taken 16 minutes, or maybe 20, for
us to do this."
In the meantime, Lane said he got
a call from Lemons about two people trapped on the 11th floor. "He
said, 'We got people in trouble on
that floor.' "
Lane said he sent two firefighters
to the 11th floor. In s short time, the
two students were taken to safety.
"We went down to the bottom
floor and called for our own hose.
We found out later our hoee, the one
we origmaUy called for. had been left
on the other end of the floor below,
which is where we pick our stuff up,
the floor below the fire."
Lane said the firefighters decided
to use one of the university's hoses
connected on the fifth floor instead.
"So we used their hose on the
other end on the fifth floor and it
had a hole m it. I don't know the
time we got water on the fire. The
first time we got water on it we
didn't have enough to knock it down
because it waa from their hoee and
it had a hole in it.
"In the meantime our air bottles
(oxygen tanks) was running out.
And there waa no way you could be
there without an air pack.

"We got water on the fire in that
one room in 616, that was before it
went across the hall."
While Marion Lane and his crew
worked the inside of the building.
William Lane said his crew arrived
with an aerial ladder from the No..
1 station in downtown Richmond
minutes after the first team was on
the scene.
William Lane said he personally
was not on the scene immediately.
but arrived about 40 mimit^a later.
"The first problem we had was s
6-foot chain link fence," William
Lane said
The firefighters from Station No.
1 were attempting to get their aerial
ladder truck up to the rear of the
dorm.
"The first thing we had to do was
get some cars moved which security took care of. Security had two or
three guys take the fence posts out
and take the chain link fence down."
"They put the truck up to do
rescue work to start with and it
wasn't needed for rescue. The men
inside said they couldn't get to the
fire because it was so hot. They said
they would put it out from the outside." William Lane said.
"Then, mstead of bringing the
ladder back down on the ground like
they should have done, they should
Progress photo/Sean Elkins
have swung it back around and put On the edge
it on the bed (of the truck) and put
the nozzle and hoses on it then Tim Johnson, a junior interior design major from Mt. Washington,
swung it back there. They did just works on a project for his studio design class in the lobby of Todd
the opposite," the fire chief said.
"They climbed the ladder and Hall. Johnson was designing a restaurant floor plan.
tried to carry the nozzle up the ladder and hook it on."
"The ladder had been put up for
rescue work, which you do not use
the nozzle, and that's the reason the
nozzle doesn't stay on there because
it's in the way if you're doing rescue
work.
By Amy Wolf ford
meeting so more faculty opinion
"They should've taken it down
Managing editor
could be sought.
and didn't It's easier to swing it
The university's Faculty Senate
James Fox, chairman of the
around and put it down to tie your
agreed
to become affiliated with the
Faculty Rights and Responsibilities
nozzle and things on than it is to try
National Faculty Exchange proCommittee, presented a proposal
and climb."
which requested limiting steps in an
gram at its Monday meeting.
By the time firefighters working
evaluation
The
NFE
allows
faculty
and
staff
outside the building put water onto
By merging the decision of the
of member institutions to become
the fire, the fire had already spread
employed for short periods of time department chairman with the
across the hall and into Room 610.
departmental committee, much time
at other universities.
The men working inside were told
will be saved, the proposal states.
to retreat to the end of the hall while
The resolution states the advan- The current policy mads the two
wster was sprayed into the room to
tages of becoming s member includ- functions separate.
protect them from the beat.
ed exposure to new situations,
"It is apparent in the evaluation
development of projects with other of non-tenured faculty, the conMarion Lane said when his men
institutions and the opportunity to
worked their way back down to the
sideration will be moved along in an
fire with their own hoses, than was
offer new clsss opportunities. expedited manner" with the revisa wall of fire between the two rooms.
Most of the meeting's discussion ed policy, Fox said.
Lane said the outside water
John Rowlett, vice president of
focused on changing the current
decreased the temperature of the
policy on evaluation for non-tenured Academic Affairs and Research,
rooms enough so the men inside
faculty The eenate decided to hold ssid the present system of
could approach the fire with their
the vote on this issue until the April separating department and departand put tht fire out.

(Continued from Pags 1)

budgetary groufe. I PC ■ the policy

president of Business Affairs.
The revenue generated from housing and residence hall cafeterias
goes to pay the $192,300 yearly
bond obligations on dormitories.
The revenue from the University
Bookstore, Powell Food Service and
the recreation center go to pey the
M 19.676 in bond obligations on
educational and service buildings,
he said.
The bonds were purchased
between 1960 and 1973 to generate
finances for the construction or
repair of university btxldings. The
bonds pey shareholders an average
of 4.1 percent over about a 36-year
period.
Paying the bonds with auxiliary
enterprise revenue would be similar
to charging rent for the space or
upkeeping a building, Baldwin said
' 'The state appropriations replace
the tuition and feea that are pledged to bonded indebtedness." which
is the amount of money the university is required to pay each year on
the bonds, hs said.
Many steps are taken to balance
the budget before a university dollar
is spent. The process stsrts
internally.
The Institutional Plsnning and
Action Committee, s 29-member
group made up of administrators,
deana, faculty,
department
chairmen, alumni and students,
starts the dollar rolling by
researching and recommending
planned budgets.
The results of the IPAC committee are sent to the Institutional
Planning Committee, another

mendations to flb president
The I PC Committee recommends
the dissemination of money to the
president, who, in turn, makes suggestions to the Board of Regents.
The budget prosy—— to the
Council on Higher Education, the
governor and the General Assembly
for approval
The university is lobbying this
year
year for saMjIISSBJ funds and seek
mg
j way
I
to And additional money.
"Each institution in the state has
to address, within whatever
resources they have, reallocations to
finance projects or find more
money," Clark said.
"It is increaaingly more difficult
to find new money."
One way to acquire new funds
rom outside sources comes from
the university's Office of
Development.
Director Jack Gibeon said bis office is responsible for soliciting
funds for the university from individuals, corporations and
foundationa
"We're a public institution receiving sppropristions from the state.
Ws find the funding is never adequate enough," he said
"Private support for public institutions dose not replace finances,
but is used to build upon for quality enhancement,'' he said.
The university received appro*
imately 6600,000 in donations of
money and equipment last year, he
said. The money or equipment is
placed in the university's general
fund, unless otherwise earmarked.

Senate agrees to affiliation

You Are Invited

MAR-TAN OPTICAL

Your Merle Norman Skin Care Analysis and
Personal Skin Care Routine is just one of the
many customized lessons we offer. We invite
you to enjoy s beautiful experience at your
Merle Norman studio with our unique 'Try
Before You Buy' concept.*
* Demonstrations are FREE and you are under
no obligation to buy.
Merle Norman Cosmetics
*
Killarney Lane
624-9825

mental committee opinions worked
welL
"We have dealt with this time
frame and it works. I'd hate to see
this admitted," he said
Klaus Hsbsrts, chairman of the,
senate, stepped down from his posi- i
tion and spoke on the topic of rehir-1
ing the non-tenured faculty.
'
"The responsiblity for hiring
ought to be with the faculty of the
department. We would be shirking
our reeponeihinties as membsrs of
the faculty to ssy someone else bear
the burden,''he said.
Also placed on next month's agenda was a proposal requesting an increase of snmmer term salaries,
Christopher Laird presented the
proposal because "there should be
some adjustment made to bring
summer salaries in line with some

other institutions."
He pteaautsd a proposal which
aaked for a 28 percent increase in
summer wages and salary i
which fell in line with the <
price index and tuition increases.
University President Dr. H. Han
ly Funderburk said some ad
juetmenU were made to 1984.
"We made all the adjustments we
could this year. I agree there's an inequity. It is an issue that will
receive some attention," Funderburk said.
Sylvia Burkhart, professoi of
foreign language at the university,
presented statistics on the nerve
gas incineration which may occur at
the Bhiegrass Army Depot. She en
couraged the senate to lobby
against the action.

$2.00 OFF COUPON
REGULAR SIO 00 GUYS & GALS

HOUSE
OF
STYLES

BOB OstRI
LANK

WICMX WI30
WOBWk SCO03
CXJtOCVN HMX
jucy SNyvEX
ONOAKEICU
PHMXJCD)

(623-4267)

mycas MICOON

COLLEGE PARK SHOPPING CENTER'623 6191
WMBRB BTTUOBNTB ARK MACS TO FBI

EVENING APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE.

THRIFTY DOTCHAlAri^f^MOTrZL
24 HOUR TANrflNQ CENTER

WOLFF

The Little House
200'/i South Third Street

Richmond, Kentucky

V !TkT

STUDENT RATES
With
Single Session

$3.25

'{w
l| M ihflM H I Mil

Five Sessions for

$15.95

Ten Sessions for

$25.95

Fifteen Sessions for

$34.95

softa^nicxji

Lenses* from
Bawch&Loml)

Dr. W.R. Isaacs - Dr. C.L. Davis
Dr. William Reynolds

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
24 HOURS

24 HOUR TANNIMG CENTER
230 Eastern By-Pass

Richmond. KY
(606)6233813

Now's the perfect time to see
how a great new eye color can
enhance your appearance. With
NaturalTint Soft Contact Lenses.
They can enhance or change
your eye color dramaticallyeven if you don't need vision
correction. Just come in for a trial
fitting of the four fashionable
tinted lenses and see the difference for yourself. Call today for an
appointment.

•COMPLETE EYE CARE*
DOWNTOWN"
228 West Main St.
Richmond. Ky.
6233358

'

Let Professionals Care for You
Mon.

Before you take off for
the sunshine, make
She Cittle House a
part of your
itinerary, you'll find
Jashions that Jit your
carefree mood Jrom our
Wonderful selection of
bathing suits,
shorts and
sundresses —
all in
comjortable
jabrics and

NsN

#re^w-

brilliant splashes of color.

Sat 8 30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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Teacher
awards
change

^Police beat
Wanda Abell. Martin Hall, reported
someone had broken a window in her
room.
Jackie Vance, Donovan Building,
reported someone had torn several class
projects from hallways and a steno
machine had been vandalized. Tot"!
value is $650.

Thr following reports have been filed
with the university'* Division of Public
Safety:

By Amy Wolf ford

Student* will have the chance
to show their appreciation for their
favorite instructor* without sending
money.
Voting will take place March 11
and 12 for the university'» Excellence in leeching Awards.
The ides is to promote excellency in tear rang. It's a chance for
students to speak out for a teacher,"
eaid Sara Button, assistant professor of horn* economics.
"Its Urns to praise the people
who need praising,'' she ssid
The process has been revamped in
three ways in order to serve the
students better. Sutton said.
The number of awards has been
limited from nine to five. The voting
locations have sipanded and the
number of votes an individual may
cast has increased, said the chairwoman of the award'* subcommittee on student voting.
In the past, one instructor per
academic college received the
award. This number has been
limited to live instructors from any
college on campus because of the
varying
sizes
of
colleges'
enrollments, she said
"By saying there is one winner for
every college, two teachers who are
really good from one college would
be restricted It'* more fair,'' she
said.
The second major change in this
year's voting is the location of

box**.
In the past, booths hsve been
available only in the Powell. Burner
and Wallace building*. This year,
most studsnU will vote in the
building of their major.
To encourage voting, 18 campus
buildings will have voting booths
manned entirely by student
organisations.
' Another change for this year was
in the number of votes each person
may cast. Last year, escfa individual
could cast only one vote. This
spring, two votes will be permitted
At the end of the two-day voting
ritual, student ballots will be
tabulated and addsd with all faculty and alumni votes.
, "The actual award consists of student, faculty and alumni votes, each
equally weighed," Sutton ssid
An alumni committee tabulates
the ballots, and the awards will be
presented during Msy'a graduation
ceremony.

Feb. 2f>
Karl. Eckhart. Martin Hall, reported
a missing window panel in the stairwell.
11 had been found broken and glaas was
thrown away. Total value is S30.
Feb. 21:
Tommy Hall. Commonwealth Hall,
reported someone had broken a window
in his vehicle and attempted to steal his
stereo.
Donald Bores, Todd Hall, wai arrested
and charged with being drunk in a . ublic
place.
Feb. 21:

* Photo/s™

Pr08r#i

Toga, toga

EIWn

«

The Toga Brigade, a group of residents from the 19th floor of Commonwealth Hall brought a
little high fashion to the basketball game Thursday night when the university played Morehead

Bill requires speech class
By Phil Bowling
News Editor

After a lengthy debate during
Monday's meeting, Student Senate
approved a bill making Speech 100
a general education requirement.
The meeting was chaired by Vice
President Donna I.ambers in the
absence of President Ken Kearns.
The bill, authored by Sen. Anne
Allegrini, was introduced at last
week^sTaeeting and was subject to
question aVihe time.
The courss. description in the
undergrsduauNcatalog states the
three-hour speech class makes a
study of communication through interpersonal and intrapersonal communications and small group and
public speaking.
The additional requirement would
fall under the Symbolics of Information section, which currently requires students to take English 101
and 102. Both are three-hour
courses. Students must take at least
three more course hours in this area
and may take as many as six.
Senate was split on the decision
and several senators took it upon
themselves to ask for faculty and
constituent response. Senate heard
much debate when the bill was read
again during Monday's meeting.
Sen. Robert McCool spoke
against the bill after talking to his
constituents. "I really don't feel
that we should determine out of the
68 options, what class the student
should take," he said.

Sens. Kathy Gammon. Steve Parsons, Kathy Blackburn and Steve
Schilffarth were among the senators
who favored the bill. The basic argument for the bill was the benefit to
any career through an introductory
speech class.
"We are here to represent our con
stituents and the one I asked and
the several that approached me
were very much against the act,"
said Sen. Ginnifer Saylor. "An
architect does not have to sell
himself, he has to sell his drawing."
The bill passed with a 17-10 vote.

Another piece of legislation read
in the last meeting was given approval by senate. A bill calling for
senate to disburse excess funding
was authored by Sen. Dave
Wolfzorn.
The money in question comes to
a total of over $800. This was raised during the Fall Festival.
The bill would require senate to
allocate $200 in donations to the
local hospice and put the remainder
in a scholarship fund. The actual
fund would be decided on at a later
time.
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Optometrist
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LONG STEM

US Army Recrurtang Stitxyt
630A Urwvervty Shopping Center
Ktchmond. Kentucky

SHOPPERS VILLAGE

* Treat Capital |
*% of
nf Richmond *
■C

Lots of Army Reservists teel that way about
the one weekend a month they spend in their
local Reserve units. Partly, it's learning a new
and different skill. Partly, it's being with people
you like, people with a common cause. It's bec6ming physically fit. It's talking about an assignment
or solving a problem. It's work. Fun. Commitment.
And on tne nest of those weekends, you wish it
wouldn't end.
If you'd like to get some of that kind of feeling
into your weekends, explore the possibilities with
your local Army Reserve Recruiter.
It just takes a phone call to find out.

JEWELERS

•In store Jewelry Repair
£S?A 02.77
•Keepsake Diamonds 40% OFF °^H'^U ' '
•Bulova, Seiko, & Pulsar Watches
•Krementz Jewelry
•Engraving
•Ear piercing
•Batteries for all Watches and Calculators
•Ring Sizing

f WE CARRY-

ROSE SPECIAL

SOME WEEKENDS
YOU WISH
WOULD NEVER END.

Feb. 27:
Lee Dornflekl. O'Donnell Hall, was arrested and charged with driving under
the influence of intoxicants and leaving
the scene of an accident when his vehicle struck a parked vehicle belonging to
Andria Davenport, Martin Hall.
Glen Kleiae. Donovan Annex, reported
the theft of two video tape players from
an unsecured classroom. Total value ia
$2,499.
Soaja Gaborne, Burnam Hall, reported
the theft of a Mercedes hood ornament
from her vehicle parked in Alumni Colesium Lot. Total value is $400.

Lot,

^*

Shoppers Village...

ROSES only....
$12.95 • Wrapped
$15.95 - Boxed
$19.95 - Arranged

Feb. 26:
Sharon Owens. Walters Hall, reported
the theft of her wallet from the Begley
Building. Total value is $95.
George Dean. Begley Building,
reported that he had been threatened by
a black male carrying a pocket knife. The
suspect also used verbal threats. There
are no suspects at this time.
Leroy Lamb. Physical Plant, reported
a shattered door at the Weaver Building.

James Webb, Keene Hall, reported the
mirrors on his motorcycle had been
stolen. Total value is $30.
Charlene Jonea. Richmond, reported
the theft of her coat from the Mule Bam.
Total value is $170.
Feb. 23:
Kendra Faulkner, Martin Hall,
reported the theft of a car battery from
her vehicle parked in Alumni Coliseum

n

CASH'n CARRY

Feb. 25:
Kurt Seybold. director of Keene Hall,
reported a strange odor in the lobby. An
electric motor in the mechanical room
had burned out.

Lot

College Park Shopping Center
Mon - Sat 9 am to 6 p.m.
Phone-622('2336

Torget-Me-Not Ttovters

Julie Trenkaaap. Burnam Hall,
reported the theft of four wheel covers
from her vehicle. Total value is $360.

James Brsndenburg, Louisville,
reported the theft of a Louisville CourierJournal paper rack from outside the campus bookstore. Total value is $370.
Daniel Drake. Dupree Hall, was arrested and charged with driving under
the influence of intoxicants and (or
possession of marijuana.
Daniel Fubanks, Dupree Hall, was arrested and charged with being drunk in
a public place.
Gerald Grubba, Lancaster, was arrested and charged with driving under
the influence of intoxicants.
Ron ('ration. Todd Hall, reported the
rear window of his vehicle had been shattered while it was parked in Kllendale

ECONOMY DRUG

•
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Sliced or
Ground Free!

•10-30% Less Fat*
• Fewer Calories
•More value
SUNKIST, DR. PEPPER,
7-UP, PEPSI FREE,
MT DEW, DIET-PEPSI OR

U S. NO. 1 FLORIDA
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Cola
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Campus living
Shoreline city
rules conduct
By Terri Martin
Feature, editor
Although some Spring Break
vacationers have spent weeks planning itineraries and wardrobes, they
aren't the only onee making plans
for the season. Officials in one
popular coastal city say they've
been making plans as well.
According to Bruce Laster,
research analyst for the Fort
Lauderdale (Fla.l Tourism Development Council, the city attracted
over 360,000 tourists during the
Spring Break season last year.
He added at least that many
tourists are expected to visit Fort
Lauderdale between February and
April of this year.
Laster sail students who do not
yet have reservations may still be
able to find accomodations. "A lot
of the people who come to town
don't stay in the hotels. They stay
with family members or friends, so
there should be rooms available," he
said.
Carol Pickaart, an administrative
assistant for the Broward County/Fort Lauderale Motel and Hotel
Association, said students who stay
in local hotels should be aware of a
book of conduct that was recently
distibuted to some hotel owners.
Pickaart said the booklet, The
Spring Break Task Force Code of
Conduct, has been distributed to
160 Fort Lauderdale hotels which
are members of the hotel
association.
Pickaart also outlined some of the
ruler-listed in the booklet.
"A person must have been born
on June 30,1966, or earlier to purchase or consume alcoholic
beverages in the state of Florida,"
Pickaart said. She added that it is
illegal to carry open alcoholic
beverages in a car or anywhere on
public property.
Pickaart said part of the code
discusses noise levels n hotels. The
booklet says no stereos will be
operated at levels that are likely to
disturb others. Failure to obey this
rule could lead to eviction from the
hotel and loss of the damage
deposit, which usually coats at least
S100 per room.
Pickaart added that occupancy in
Fort Lauderdale hotel rooms will be
strictly limited and enforced, according to the code book. Nonregistered guests staying in a room
will lead to registered guests being
evicted from the hotel.
According to Pickaart, occupancy in an association-member hotel
that supports the code, and signing
the hotel registration card creates a
type of contract between the
tourists and hotel management.
She added that failure to follow
the code could lead to prosecution
as well as eviction from the hotel.
Pickaart said some discipline problems have occurred during past
Spring Breaks, but that was not the
reason for the introduction of the
code of conduct.
"We just want to be able to make
everyone comfortable," she said.
Officer Ott Cefkin, the media relations director for the Fort Lauderdale Police Department, said most
discipline problems that occur during Spring Break aren't caused by
college students.
"The college students are usually well-behaved," he said. "It's the
people who come up to party with
them that cause the problems."
Cefkin said this group includes
Florida residents and other tourists.
Cefkin said Fort Lauderdale was
plagued with problems during last
year's Spring Break.
"There was a lot of drunkeness
and disorder,'' he said. "The beach
was a dirty mess."
He added that steps have been
taken this year to prevent a repeat
performance.
One measure involved putting up
a traffic separator for one-half mile
along State Road A1A that runs
along the coast in Fort Lauderdale.
Cefkin said the divider took one
southbound lane of the road and
made it into a walkway.
Also, parking on the beach is pro-

hibited during Spring Break i
"We made where the cars had parked into a walkway on the beach for
pedestrians and bicyclists," said
Cefkin.
Cefkin said vacationing students
should take note of an ordinance
passed by the Fort Lauderdale City Commission that makes it illegal
to carry open alcoholic beverages in
a car or on the beach.
He added that although there is
no regulation regarding use of the
beach at night, sleeping on the
beach is illegal.

Vacation plans vary
By Robert Faulkner
Staff writer
Most university students and staff members have
already made plans for this year's traditional midsemester, multi-directional migration which is commonly known as Spring Break.
Many people are planning to go many different
places for many different reasons.
For example, Judy BergdoU, a junior marketing
major from Cincinnati, and Sally Wilfert, a senior performing arts major from New Richmond. Ohio, are
planning to visit Puerto Rico
"I plan to chain-drink Pin a Coladas in a tropical
paradise," BergdoU said.
Gary Andreas, a geology graduate student from
Buffalo. N.Y.. said he and 10 friends plan to visit Big
Ben National Park in southern Texas, near the Mexican border.
Andreas said he plans to spend his time hanging
around in hot springs, drinking Mexican beer, hiking up a small mountain range to see|H alley 'a comet
and chasing baby javelinas, small gregarious wild
swine.
Some students have more academic junkets
planned.
Debbie Kohl, a junior majoring in public relations
from Villa Hills, and Becky Von Luerhte. a junior majoring in public relations from Erlanger, are planning
to attend the Public Relations Society of America National Conference in San Antonio, Texas.
Dave Bloss, a senior public relations major from
Louisville, said he will be flying to Memphis, Tenn.,
to participate in his beat friend's wedding.
Bloss said he plans to visit Graceland, Elvis
Presley's mansion, and Mud Island, an isolated island
that only has restaurants and shops.
Along with the student population, many instructors have already made vacation plans.
Maureen Everett, an assistant professor in the
mass communications department, wiD spend her
vacation snow skiing at Keystone A basin ski area,
near Denver.
Dr. Mary Louise Bopp, assistant professor of public
relations, wil be going home to New York City and
then driving down the shore of Maryland in the

f

Chesapeake Bay area.
Although many people are planning to spend their
spring vacations outside the state, others plan to
vacation within the Bluegrass.
Joe Meiman, a geology graduate student from
Union, is organizing Blind Faith Expedition '86, a
non-grotto cave expedition.
Blind Faith Cave is a cave that Meiman and exploration members discovered last fall.
"It's a rather inexpensive yet exciting diversion
from the hectic, subaerial world," Meiman said.
This year, like years past, will bear witness to yet
another migration of students to Florida.
Spring Break in Fonda means different things to
different people.
To Explorers Club members, Florida means five
days of oceaneide camping in the Florida Keys and
two daya of camping in the Everglades National
Park.
"We're excited about planning our the club's 10th
annual venture to the Florida Keys," said Andrea
Bell, a sophomore from Florence, majoring in administrative office services. Bell is the club's
secretary.
Dr. Guenter Schuster, assistant professor of
biology, will be leading a group of 20 biology students
to the Everglades National Park and the Bahamas
for a marine biology study.
After two days in the Everglades the group will
visit Miami, where it has chartered a sailboat
Schuster said the group will spend nights sailing
and days snorkeling at various coral reefs in the area.
The university's Baptist Student Union will be taking its choir, puppet team, clown team and drama
team to Winterhaven, Fla., to petfunn at different
churches and help conduct surveys.
"This trip is more than a Spring Break trip, but
a ministry not only to the people of Florida but
ourselves and our personal ministries,'' said Chris
Kurtz, a music education major from Louisville.
Dan Steely, a senior public relations major from
Corbin, said he's planning a solo tour of Florida.
He said he plans to visit Gainesville, Tampa,
Daytona Beach and Fort Lauderdale.
"I love seafood and I'm gonna hit it hard," he said.

Brewers host service, social events
By Terri Martin
Features editor
Brewers from across the nation
will be sponsoring both social and
service events during this year's
Spring Break.
Mary Dempster, a spokeswomen
for Anheuser-Busch Inc. in St.
Louis, said her company will sponsor pit stops along major interstate
routes to Florida.
One of the pit stops wiD be located
at the Valdosta. Ga., exit on Interstate 66, while another will be at
the Savannah, Ga., exit on 1-96.
"They'll be clearly marked," said
Dempster. "You can't miss them."
According to Dempster, coffee
and doughnuts will be available free

of charge at each pit stop.
Along with free refreshments,
Dempster said Anheuser-Busch will
relay a "moderation" message concerning the consumption of
alcoholic beverages.
"Well be showing the Stevie
Wonder video of 'Don't Drive
Drunk' continuously in the pit
stops," Dempster said. She added
her company will distribute a pamphlet dealing with responsible driving called Know When to Say When.
Dempster said the pit stops will
be open on the three busiest Spring
Break travel weekends: March 7
through 9; March 14 through 16;
and March 21 through 2a The stops
will be open from 9 a.m until 9 p.m.

on Friday and Saturday, and from
9 a.m. until 6 p.m. on Sunday.
Dempster aaid about 8.000
students used the pit stops during
last year's Spring Break. She said
she expects an increase in use this
year.
According to Dempster, her company is stressing safety more than
socializing during this year's Spring
Break.
"We're definitely stressing drinking in moderation," she said.
Among. social events planned.
Dempster said a free Los Lobos concert is scheduled for 2 p.m. on
March 18 at the Bands hell in
Daytona Beach, Fla.
According to Mike Dwyers. super-

visor of college marketing at the
Miller Brewing Co. in Milwaukee,
his company will sponsor both service and social events during this
year's Spring Break.
According to Dwyers. Miller will
sponsor two welcome centers at
Daytona Beach and Fort Lauderdale. Fla.
"At these welcome centers,
students can exchange recyclable
cans for merchandise," said Dwyers.
He said merchandise such as visors
and T-shirts may be purchased in
exchange for the cans.
He added that students may call
home free of charge from the
centers.
"Each student can call home and

Travel expenses build local economy
By Keith Howard
Contributing writer
Deep sea fishing in the Florida
Keys, surfing on the Atlantic or
cruising to the Bahama* are a few
of the junkets university students
and staff have planned for Spring
Break.
Although these plane will carry
university residents far from
Madison County, their vacation
srham— do affect an aspect of Richmond: the local economy.
Several types of retail stores in
the Richmond ana wil be affected
by the migrstion of students to the
warmer southern cities.
Jim Barnes snid the arrival of

Spring Break has had an effect on
aides at his downtown clothing
store
"We are sawing a lot of good action in the ladies' spring line of
clothing, but for the men, February
is a soft month," said Barnes.
He added that although many
students are headed south for vacation, weather variable* in the
Bluegrass greatly Influence sales.
"It depends on the weather," aaid
Barnes. "Warm weather would be
read good for business."
Even though vacation is a week
away, some students are already
sporting deep, dark tana.
Monies Drsssmsn, a senior child

development major from Erlanger.
said she began going to a IsallaaaJ
booth in order to prevent burning
once she gets to Fort Lauderdale,
Fla.
Another student who began
visiting a tanning booth is H.
Wayne Young, a junior public relationa major from Lexington.
Along with visits to the te""'"g
booth and other pre-vacation expenaaa, Young aaid he has already
spent quite a bit of money. "So far
I nave spent over $100 on things I
will need for break," aaid Young.
According to local tanning shop
workers, business is booming. Appointment books are beginning to

fill up.
Mabel Lane, an employee at a
dowulown tanning salon, said
business is great at this time of year
and she expects s steady flow of
customers until May.
"This is not only due to the
students, but also to the factory
workers here in town that will be
taking their vacations in the next
few months." she said
Angela Kirk, a worker at another
Richmond tanning salon, said
although business is good, it's been
better in the peat.
"This hasn't been one of our better yea**," she said. "There are so

many other tanning salons in this
area now and they aren't solely
dependent on the income from them,
therefore they can afford to charge
cheaper rates."
One salon that doesn't depend entirely on tanning beds for its income
is owned by Richmond resident
Taylor Carter.
Carter originally opened a hair
salon in Richmond. Recently he installed tanning beds in his store.
"There is plenty of availability
here," said Carter. "I wapt to flood
it."
Carter added that he supplies free
use of tenning oils in his shop.

talk for three minutes free of
charge," he said.
Dwyers said the welcome centers
will open on March 9. They will remain open daily from sunup to sundown throughout the month of
March.
Among social activities planned.
Dwyers said his company will sponsor a Joe Piscapo concert on March
20 at the Ocean Center in Daytona
Beach.
Dwyers said later in the month, a
free concert by Mister Mister and
Starship will be held. The concert
will be taped by MTV and shown nationwide the next day.
Dwyers emphasized that these
events are not held to increase product sales.
"No beer will be sold at the concerts or the welcome centers," he
said. "We're just doing it for the image of Miller."
Rick Kayal, the branch manager
of the Fort Lauderdale distributor
for the Adolph Coors Co. snd
Stroh's Brewing Co., said his company will not be sponsoring any
large-scale events during this year's
Spring Break.
"We're keeping a low profile this
year because of all the drunk driving iasuss and the change in the
Florida drinking age," Kayal said.
He added that he doesn't think
the leek of publicity will hurt his
company's sales.
"Spring Break is a youth event
and It's geared to youth. We all
know wall saU lots and lota of bear."
he said. "We're just being cautious.
It's a marketing tactic on our,part."
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Student busy in recreation
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Professional awards wars
distributed for achievement in
recreation. But nowltwutim* for
Its snnrainrasnair. sj tW» Kesjfcsjcfcy
RscrastioB and Paiks Society
Ou tetsodins; Senior Award at ths
awarda hanqnat,
Soms of tba SI dalasatas ban tha
mii II ill] itthi rimlsjams IIIIUI 1
avidly listening to tha announcer aa
TI In i1|1'
-*tht nrsxrl rsf Ipisnl
was road.
June Cisnshaw, a aanior from
Now Caotb who Is majoring in
recreation and parks adminiatratioo. didn't pay much attention to
the beginning. There was no way
ahe would get ths award.
As the announcer read that ths
recipient waa currently holding the
office of secretary for tha state
KRPS student branch, Cranshsw
then realised ths snnonnrar was
reeding a rawrrlpthai of bar.
Thoss around bar watched bar
face turn red sad smiled as she
reached for bar glass of ice water,
nearly downing ths glass in one
gulp.
Cranshsw ssid aha was vary surprised becsuas she hsd no idea that
she wss even nominated for ths
sward.
"I didn't really even think about
it," she ssid
Nominations for ths award are
made by the members of the KRPS,
Crenshaw said

Progrees photo/Jay Carey

Todd Wilson, left, a freshman from Louisville, tries to get the
ball from University of Kentucky rugby players. Each team won
a game on Saturday.

June Crenshaw
"Each school can submit s letter
of nomination." she said
A major in rsciaatkai was not
Crenshaw's first choice as a major
■t the university.
"I was not happy with my other
major.'' Cranshsw said
She said aha was horns with bar
mother one wsaksnd looking
through ths catalog of aD tha class
descriptions.
"Mom and I sat down and read all
the curriculuma of ths different majors. si
Whan bar mother read through
the itssu Iptlrai for a major in recreeUon and perks administration, Crenahaw said bar mother suggest ad aha

take a few claim hi it because the
major fit bar Lifestyle.
She did aa bar mother isuggest sri
sad took ths basic daaa Thai class
led to another, and yet anotaar until even tually she declared it as a
major.
She got involved with the Recreation Club on campus in her
SQphornorsyosrsndwasalsctedan
officer at both ths local and state
levels.
Last year, ahe was appointed as
sscrstary of ths National Recreation
and Parks Assortstton by student
branch president Debbie HoUaran.
a university student Crenshaw will
serve as chairman next year.
People often find it difficult to get
in contact with Crenshaw because
she has an active lifestyle
In ths morning, Oeuabsn puts in
6 hoars of work sack week for the
department.
After attending clssees during the
day, Crenshaw drives up to Lexington to work at the Castlewood
Community Canter. Afternoons are
devoted to the canter's children.
"We program activitiea for
children after they finish with
school for ths day," abs said
Artivitiee include skating, bowling, painting and a wide variety of
In the evenings, she works with
thoss who are ages 16 and above.
Thoss activitiea include pool tournaments, haeksthsll gam as and s

voDsyballl
Cranshsw ssid ahe puts in bat-'
wean 20 and 60 hours s week st the
Cranshsw must find time to st- ■
tend ths activitiea her sorority. Pi \
Beta Phi. plans
Graduate school may be a ■
possibility for Cranshsw when she !
graduates in May.
She said ahe has battled the idea
of ■"■■*' ■ more school and sent ■
off applications to three college* ',
Her goal right now ia working In \
thmeggsgagaajgl frrM t<t*~~o**irm gaj _
a resort setting.
Cranshsw ssid there ere five fields \
of recreations parson may choose:.
therapeutic, outdoor adminietra- "
tion, pnbHf ggej commercial.
Crenshaw ssid her ultimate goal ■
ia to work on a cruise ship.
"It's real hard to get into the field. •
But there is a big turnover rate •
because most people work on cruise
ahips for only about two years," ahe J
said
Crenshaw said the key to success '
in recreation is to get involved.
"I would strongly advise anyone ;
interestsd in recreetion, and those ;
with majors in recreetion, to get involved in your local, state and na- '.
tional student branches because you ',
meat a lot of people and get high ;
viability," she saG:
She said the hardest part often is j
just taking ths initiative.

Association prepares students as alumni
By DeUads DosgUs
Staff writer

Most organizations st the university strive to prepare students for
their futures in selected careers. One
orgsntiatinn that prepares students
for their future alumni status ia the
Student Alumni Association.
Members are mostly involved in
the "promotion of EKU sad the
presentation of EKU to the public,"
according to Ron Wolfe, director of
Ahumd Affairs sad faculty adviser
to the nffgsnlistifTfi
The group gives campus tours to
Incoming students under the direction of ths admlssiona office. It also

works directly with the alumni office programs.
Ths association is presently helping to coordmate a pbone-a-thon for
the alumni association by organising such details ss hooking up
phones and delivering food to the
callers in ths Peridno Building
"(The organization! gives
students opportunities to become
involved in alumni-type programs."
Wolfe ssid.
A representative from the
organisation serves on ths
Homecoming Committee, while
other members work on other
details that need to bo taken care of

during Homecoming. Wolfe ssid
This gives sw(beats tha "opportunity to gat involved in public
relstions-type ectivttiee."
On Alumni Dsy, which U held on
graduation day in May, members
help with the registration of classes
for reunions sad load T"« bus
tours. Wolfs said
The sssociation is presently in its
second year at the university.
Worn said tha orgsxamtko of the
sjajsjsaj seanrlatksis for students is
relatively new. He said student*
from the universities that hsva had
student sasocistloos like it are
familiar with the program of ths

alumni <
''Students Involved m Student
Alumni Assodstion will be our
luadars in alumni programs." Wolfs
The organizstion recentiy finished its spring membership drive.
Advertisements were placed in the
FYl to ensure that moat students
would find out about membership.

Wolfe ssid

"It would be unfair to have a
msBsbsrsnap drive and somsone ssy,
'I didn't hear about it,' " ha aaid.
"We look for a special kind of
membership, a person who will work
well into our activitiea," Wolfe aaid.
"Ones you are committed and
selected you are erportad to par
tidpata," Wolfe said

There ars no dues for members,
but finances coma from profits of
cars packagee which tbe organization sells during finala Wolfs ssid;
1,600 care packages ware sold last falL
Ths assodstion masts at 6 p.m.!
ovary other Thursday at tha Alum .
ni House.
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Cadets learn planning skills Debaters win
many trophies

By SuiuMSultj
Organluitloas editor
The Military Ball had all the
pomp and pageantry of a late
spring cotillion. In ■ sense, the
senior cadeta were like
debutantes, but makingT their
dabut aa "officers tobe' in the
military.
A parade of one-shouldered
and strapless taffeta and lace
gowns were accompanied by the
white ahirta and black tie* of the
military formala worn by the
cadeta aa they pawed through
the receiving line.
The 48th annual ball did not
break from the tradition of
pageantry the military has
al w ay s regarded aa so lmportan t,
Capt Michaal McNamara said
The cadeta and guests ware
first greeted by university Preei
dent Dr. H. Hanley Funderburk,
along with military department
chairman Col. Dooms Couraon.
Lt. Col. Ariey McCormick. depot
commander, and cadet Col.
David
Scott,
brigade
rommandur,
After a time of mingling, the
225 guests want up to the Keen
Johnson Ballroom to dine on a
prime rib meal.
Funderburk, a former ROTC
graduate, spoke to the group
about how important his college
military training waa to him after
he graduated.
One of the highlights of the
evening waa the announcement
of the branches given to those
who will be commissioned in

May.

Each year, a woman is selected
for the role of Queen Athena.
This year's queen waa Julie
Cook, a sophomore fashion merchandising major from Gadeden,
Ala.
She almost missed her own coronation. Cook, a member of the
women's swimming team, waa
competing at the National Collegiate Athletic Association's
Midwest Championship in
Chicago. One of the events waa
scheduled for Saturday.
After some persuaaion, Coach
Dan Lichty allowed her to switch
events and swim on Friday so
that she could fly back home on
Satuday.
Cook said ahe juat had enough
time to get back, change and go
to the ball.
"I waa shocked, surprised - all
those feelings one has," Cook
said.
Cook said ahe felt honored to
take on the role aa the new public
relations representative for the

staff

All the planning, research and
preparation paid off for those on the
Debate Team. The team returned
from competition last week at
Geot getowu College with an aaaortment of trophies
According to Max HUBS, the topic
of the debate waa "Resolve: that
membership in the United Nationa
ia no longer beneficial to the United
States." Hues ia the speech coach of
the Debate Team.
Of the six individual debate
speaking trophies awarded, four
went to atudenta from the
university.
Gail Langendorf placed first. Rob
Bell placedaecood; Scott Blakely
placed third, and Liaa Higgins plac
ad sixth.
A trophy was awarded to Langendorf and Reil for overall beat debate
In the actual debate competition.
Higgins and Roea McCormack plated second, langendorf and Bell
placed third, and Blakely and Scott
Progreea photo/Sean blkins

Cadets and guests mingle in the Keen Johnson Building before dinner
department. Cook will alao be the
candid ate for the military for
Homecoming Queen next
Ramona Portwood, a junior
business education major from
Stanford, waa the first runner-up
and Dina Oreenwell, an
undaf laieri freshman from Bardstown, waa second runner-up.
A dance waa held in the
ballroom after the coronation
ceremony.
Although there ia much
pageantry
and
tradition
associated with the ball, the main
purpose of the event ia to train
the senior cadeta to plan and
organize a social event similar to
an event they might MaBBBaaaT aa
an officer in the military,
McNamara said
"The valuable lessons in planning and delegating are important," said cadet Lt. Col. Paul
Snyder.
Snyder waa in charge of
sending invitations to members
in the campus community and
alumni.
He said the biggest obstacle
for him waa assigning jobs to
others.
"Delegating the work waa a
problem. It waa hard dividing the
work between the battalions,''
said Snyder, a senior police ad

ministration major from Dayton,
Ohio.
He said he would often try to
do too much of the work himself.
Cadet Maj. Gordon Preaton. a
brigade staff officer, said delegation waa important for the
morale of the entire group.
"The more people involved, the
better everyone feels because
they can say, 'I helped in this
way.' We al worked to make it
happen," said Preaton, a senior
management major from
Pikeville.
Snyder said the planning waa
difficult for the cadeta because
they had to juggle their time
around ball organizational
meetings class time and other
activitiea.
McNamara said he aat back
and let the cadets plan the event
"It's a students ball. If they
want to make a mi stake, I let
them. Because through the
mistakes, they learn," said
McNi
If a cadet waa to swerve off in
the wrong direction in the planning proceea, McNamara aaldhe
would ask questions about the
student's direction so that he
would be able to find the right
way. Otherwise, McNamara said
he waa only an obaarver.
Preaton said the ball itaelf was

Fee changes due
The default fee submitted by
teams playing intramural basket
ball must be requested back or
transferred to another apart by
March 12.
The request can be made either by
phoning the Division of Intramural
Programming at 622-1244 or by
stopping by the office in Room 202
of the Begley Building.

Deadline for anpliratiraie is Marrh
14. Interviews will be sat up between March 24 and March 27.

Center hosts supper

Scouts sell cookies
The Campus Girls Scouts will be
selling Ga-1 Scout Cookies from
March 10 to 14 and March 24 to 28
near the Powell Grill.
Sevan different types of cookies
will be sold for $2 a box.
Per more information about the
cookie sale, contact Sondra Hailing
at 622-2860.

Hostesses sought
Applications are available for
football hostaaaea for the 1966-87
football season. Applications can be
picked up in Room 218of the Begley
Building.
Interview appointments may be
sat up by contorting Charolette

Get the great taste of
Pizza Hut' pizza delivered
to your door when you call
Pizza Hut" Special Delivery
Always fresh, hot and fast!
Call today and save wifh
this special offer.

"And delivery
izf
We will accept
your SOHIO,
Boron, and
Gas & Go
credit cards.

How To Avoid
Breakdowns:

Tanara at 622-1080 or in Room 60S
of the Begley Building. Tim Tanara
at 622-2149 or in Room 217 of the
Begley Building, or Carole Ridley at

The United Methodist Campus
Center will host s chili supper from
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. on March 8
at the canter.
Cost for the supper ia 62.60 par
person.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
For more nf ormation, contact the
center at 6234846.

Colloquium date set
The Department of Psychology
will sponsor a colloquim,
"Psychological Coneukation in the
Courtroom," at 3:30 p.m. March 12
in the Kannamer Room of the
Powell Building.
Michael Nietsel and Ronald
Dillehay of the University of Kan*
tucky psychology department will
be the featured speakeia.
AH faculty, staff and students are
invited to attend.

SAVE WITH PIZZA HUT"
SPECIAL DELIVERY

OHIO
STUDENTS

FREE
CAR
WASH

Campus clips

more than a dinner and a dance.
"It's kind of a farewell to old
friends in a sense, even though
we will see each other the rest of
the semester," Preaton said.
He said there ia a bond between all of the cadeta, unlike in
Other organizations on campus.
There are no strangers because
all cadets are in one big family,
heaaid.
Because of the family-like ties.
the formal ball ia in a sense a fancy reunion.
"The ball ia like a real classy
family reunion,'' Preaton said.
The next atep, according to
McNamara, ia to write a detailed report on the how the planning for the ball waa done. This includes all of the problems the
students encountered and the
miatakee that ware made.
This training aHaM the cadeta
write reports like those they will
have to write in the future.
Because there is always movement in the military, written
reports are important so the next
person who must perform the
taak will be able to learn from the
miatakee of the previous person,
McNamara said.
McNamara said planning for
the events such aa the ball have
made the university'a military
acience department one of the
top 16 programs in the country.

HAM MS
GULF

623-0604

Blank placed fourth.
Other trophies brought back were
won in an taking competitions.
Kan Colsman and Pepper Stebbina placed fifth in dramatic duo
competition.
Nick Daaantia received a thirdpiace trophy for his effort* in the in
ternretive drama competition.
Coleman also took thfrd place in
an
impromptu
speaking
competition.
Claire Folay and Deanna Dunn
received excellent and superior
ratings for the work in the dramatic
duo competition
An excaeent rating waa given to
Reed for her efforts in impromptu
ipsjajMajg
Hues said the efforts the students
Sve last week were more beneficial
an mere trophies that
awarded.
"Our whole system ia ao info
tion oriented." he said. "There ia a
tremendous effort placed on people
talking' in front of people."
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Service your car regularly with us! 011 the
We'll change the oil. put on the snow f-a-x—rn
tires, check ihe shocks Reasonable! t" « '

By-Pass

Family

(STEftKisOUSS

i
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LOOK FOR YOUR
LUNCH BUNCH AT
THE WESTERN STEER

^■Ul
<

10% EKU DISCOUNT
Available On Thursdays Only

Don't Forget to:
REGISTER FOR A CHANCE TO WIN A PAIR
OF JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP CONCERT TICKETS
No Purchase Necessary
Try Ths Western Steer Today At These
Budget-Pleasin' Prices:
T
SOUP N SALAD "BAR "~i
STEERBURGER$2.99
!
$1.79

I

OT VAUD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER I NOT VALID WITH
ring Coupon-Expires 3/12/86 J Bring Coupon■SMs*s4esseseMsessseiesssesessssssasi

Y OTHER OFFER

pires 3/12/86

Large, 1 Item Pizza
4 16 oz. drinks

Medium, 1 Item Pizza
3 16 oz. drinks

s
$

$

8.00 plus tax

6.00 plus tax

Not valid with any
other special offer

IP

Ki Expires 3-12-86

Not valid with any
othef special offer

owe

Expires 3-12-86
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Arts/ Entertainment
Librarian picks
music as major

Drink up

Progress photo/Saan Elkins

*

Cast members from "The Bartered Bride," a comic opera performed last weekend, raise their mugs in a toast. The opera involved a number of students from both the music and theater

departments. The opera takes place in a romantic Bohemian
village several hundred years ago. This was the first full-scale opera
performed by the university.

Louisville Ballet to perform
By Darroda Deimia
Arta editor
The Louisville Ballet Company
will perform a concert at 8 p.m.
tonight in Brock Auditorium.
The performance, sponsored by
the univerity s Center Board, will
consist of three dances.
They include: Joe Lay ton's "The
Grand
Tour;"
"Divine."
choreographed by Alun Jones, and
Kurt Jooee' "The Green Table."
Layton's "Grand Tour" centers
around a enmae ship in which several
famous people are aboard.

r

George Bernard Shaw, the Irish
playwright, will be portrayed by
Frank Hay. In addition, other
characters Include Mary Pickford.
the world's silent movie sweetheart,
Gertrude Stein, author, and Noel
Coward, a famous British
playwright
In addition to legitimate ship
shin
. Elizabeth Hartwell and
Kenneth Brsso will play the roles of
stowaways. The ballet is a portrayal
of bow famous people interact with
one another.
"The Green Table." subtitled "A

Dance of Death," is a dramatic
ballet portraying diplomacy and
The ballet begins with two groups
of masked diplomats surrounding a
green braize table. The two sets of
men try to agree on a matter of
great seriousness.
The two sides cannot agree on the
matter at hand, and one finally
draws a gun and declares war.
An allegory of death ia perform
ad throughout the ballet Keith
Kimnael takes the idea of death and
plays its character, claiming the
lives of many victims of war.

BONANZA
Freshtastiks
Salad Bar
s

^3.99

Each dance ia expected to laat 30
to 46 minutes and tickets will be
available at the door. Student
tickets are fl and non-student
ticketa are S3.

•

While working at the library, Clay
met and married her first 1 r.sband.
Larry Pope, in 1965.
In 1966. Clay and her husband
came to Richmond, where she worked at the university's library in the
circulations department.
After taking a leave of absence
from the university's library in
1968, Clay graduated from UK with
a master's degree in library science.
She was back in 1969 in the circulation and periodicals department.
In early 1975, Clay's first husband died. Later that year, she married William W. H. Clay of Richmond, who is a retired member of
the university's faculty.
Clay assumed her present position
as head of the Central Serials Division in 1983. She is also an assistant
professor in the area of libraries and
learning resources.
Clay said her department orders
and maintains, subscriptions of he
library's magazines and journals.
" Wi work through a subscription
agency. The library has 3.200 active
subscriptions and when an issue is
not received, the agency is contacted and the issue is sent to us,"
Clay said.
As an escape from her busy
schedule, Clay enjoys spending time
with Ix)ki. her Samoyed dog. Clay
became interested in the Samoyed
breed through another university
faculty member.
Samoyeds. named after a nomadic
tribe in their native Siberia, were
originally bred to herd reindeer and
pull sleds. Loki is a champion of the
American Kennel Club.

'« a

'4.99

Tuesday, Marth I I
8-12 p.m.

Not good with any

Not good with any

Not good wffh any
other special offer

other acacia I off «r

othor apodal off or

Expkea 4 186

Exptre. 4-1-86

Exptrea 4-1-86

LOTS of Prizes to be given away

All include salad bar

Monday is Student Discount Day

In 1932, the ballet won first prize
in the International Competition of
Choreography in Paris, sponsored
by Lea Archives International de la
Dense.

In 1959. while attending Rhodes
College of Memphis, Tenn., Clay
began working in the library at the
University of Kentucky during summer vacations.
After Clay graduated from
Rhodes in 1962 with a bachelor's
degree in Bible study, she began
full-time work at the UK library.

Ribeye Dinner

Chopped Steak

2.99

Death has no mercy claiming the
livea of not only soldiers in battle,
but also the lives of a mother and
a young girL In addition. Death also
takes the life of a war profiteer.

By Lisa Cooney
staff write'
Since her childhood, Genevieve
Johnston Clay has been singing in
church choirs. Today, she is on her
way toward a degree in voice
performance.
"My mother always told me I
sang before I could talk," Clay said.
Clay is a musician and singer.
Clay began playing the drums in
middle and junior high school.
"When I was in high school, my
mother was embarrassed to see her
daughter in the drum section of the
band, so I decided that a string instrument was a little more dignified
for a lady," she said.
Clay began playing the viola and
singing in church choirs. When she
came to Richmond, Clay started
singing in the First Presbyterian
Church choir. "Music is an emotional outlet for me, and my husband is very supportive," she said.
The late Bruce Bennet, director of
the church choir, encouraged Clay to
study voice after hearing her sing
for the first time.
Clay is a member of the Chancel
Choir of the First Presbyterian
Church, and a charter member and
past president of the board of directors of the Richmond Choral Society. She is a former member of the
Central Kentucky Youth Symphony
Orchestra and an associate member
of the Cecilian Music Club of
Richmond.
As a part-time student. Clay is
studying for a voice performance
degree. She has been studying voice
for 12 years and is a student of
university faculty member Joan
l.ornu Boewe. Clay presented a
senior recital Monday night as a requirement for a voice performance
degree.
Besides her singing talent. Clay is
also skilled in library science.
Clay, the daughter of the Rev. and
Mrs. Thomas Clay of Lexington is
a graduate of Kenry Clay High
School.

20 % off

including:
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* The Fifth Annual Spring *

t

FASHION SHOW
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FASHIONS
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1st Prize: A $250 Florida Vacation!
2nd Prize: $50 in travel money!
3rd Prize: A bikini from Goody's!
4th Prize: One book of tanning sessions from Thrifty
Dutchman
*
and various other door prizes!

c

Sponsored by:

"The College Shop"
THE MOST EXCITING 27 MINUTES IN RICHMOND THIS YEAR!

FEATURING

Q/QS
t
Goody'<
A

Tho 1986 SWIMWEAR PREVIEW WITH MODELS FROM DCU and UK.

Thursday, March 6, 1986 - Tonight at 9:30 p.m!
STUDIO 27 Shows It All At J. SUITER'S MILL
Bring your fellow CLASSMATES, and enjoy the Beverage Specials!
MOST BAR BEVERAGES ONLY 49 CENTS, 8-10 p.m.
* We Suggest You Arrive Early As We Expect A Capacity Crowd
******************************

ThH

f*y Dutchman
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Family Dog
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Talent
kept
secret

Fire remains
echo caution

By Debra Jaaper
Staff writer
Being a singing waitress and
teaching choreography from a hip
cast are just two of the memorable
experiences Allyson Squires has
been through since deciding to major in music.
Squires, a 21-year-old from Cincinnati, is one of six choreographers for
the Show Choir and has worked this
semester with her first rock piece.
"Eye of the Tiger."
She said she put a lot of moves
that use fists in "Eye of the Tiger"
so it would remind the audience of
the fight scene from "Rocky III."
"Basically we go from rock to
character pieces, my specialty for
the past couple of years has been doing choreographic character pieces.
Squires has also choreographed
"Varsity Drag," "Ease on Down the
Road." "Alexander's Rag Time
Band" and other character pieces.
"When I think of a piece that
.stands out in my mind it is 'Alexander's Rag Time Band.' " Squires
recalled. "I choreographed it when
I had a cast all the way up to my hip
from a skiing accident. I wanted to
choreograph really bad that
semester so I did the whole thing in
my head. Once I got my cast off, my
leg still had a lot of pain in it. so I
just did the best I could to teach it
to the class."
Last summer. Squires worked as
a singing waitress at Forest View
Gardens in Cincinnati. After serving'
dinner, the singers would perform
excerpts from Broadway musicals.
"It was wild because I have never
had to do anything like that before."
Squires said. "I had never been a
waitress, let alone a singing
waitress."
This summer, Squires has auditioned to work for several parks, including Kings Island and Opryland
U.S.A.. and is still waiting for a
reply.
Squires is a member of the
University Singers and traveled to
Europe with the group two summers ago. While there, the group

Progress photo/Sean Elkins

Allyson Squires enjoys playing piano as much as dancing
performed classical and contemporary music at cathedrals,
churches and theaters.
She also sang in the chorus in
"The Bartered Bride" and was an
understudy for the character
Esmarelda.
Squires said when doing
choreography she tries to put
couples together that match in
weight and hair color. "The main
focal point is singing and then you
just add the dancing to it," she said.
"We are singers and we just happen
to be able to dance."
Squires said she had no former
dance training and she learned to
choreograph pieces in her head. She
entered the university with no idea
she,could sing.
"I didn't even know how to sing
until I got to college my freshman
year. I just started taking voice
lessons and discovered that I had a
God-given talent so I made up my
mind to pursue it." she said.
"I am one of those people who
look at somebody else and watch
them do something and I make up
my mind that if they can do it, I can
too. If I fall on my feet, I will just
pick myself up again."
After graduation next May.
Squires hopes to be accepted by a
conservatory and work on a

Taylor's Sporting
Goods..
COLLEGE PARK
SHOPPING CENTER
Your Softball
Headquarters
Blue -Dot Softballs
Nike, Brooks, Pony Cleats
Worth(DJ) Batting Gloves
-Black or WhiteChampion Batting Gloves
Easton & worth Bats
Fielders Gloves by
Rawlings. Wilson, & Worth
And Much More!
VISA

master's degree in music. "Down
the road I would really like to work
in the area of music ministry. I
would like to travel and work at
various churches around the country and record."
"I really think that the world
needs entertainers and the world
needs peole who can make them
smile," Squires said.
"I know that I feel good when I
walk away from a performance and
I know I have touched somebody's
heart or made them smile, and it has
all been worthwhile. Whether there
has been 10 people there or 1.500.
it really doesn't matter."
Squires is also a member of Kap-

Squires will hold her Junior Vocal
Recital at 3 p.m. on April 13 in the
Gifford Theatre. She will be
performing music from the classical
era to the contemporary era. She
will also be performing with the
show choir, opening April 19. in
Brock Auditorium.

Concert slated March 10
The university's orchestra will
present • concert at 7:30 p.m. March
10 in Brock Auditorium.
The concert will feature a variety
of works, including the Overture to
the Mozart opera, "The Impressario," the Spanish Rhapeody
"Espana" by 19th century composer Emmanuel Chabrier and the
Polovetaian Dancee from Russian
composer Alexander Borodin's
opera, "Prince Igor."
In addition to the orchestra, the

PAIL'S BARBER SHOP

JIM'S LOCK &
KEY SERVICE

PERMANENT*

AVTOmTIVE LOCK

Concert Choir and the University
Singers will also perform in "Prince
Igor."
Dr. Roe Van Boskirk, associate
profeaaor of music, wil be featured
aa piano eoloiat during the performance of Chopin's "Concerto No. 1,
Op. 11, for Piano."
The 55 piece orchestra is composed of students, faculty and community members.
Dr. John Roberta, profeaaor and
chair of the music department,
eenes aa the orchestra's conductor.
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(606)624-1371

MASTERCARD

Unlvaralty

Btohmond,KV 4047B
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ISLAND TANS
Island Tana haa Sun Tan Lotion and Bathing Suita
Regular Ritas
vlalt
vlaita
BIS.
vlaita
vlaita

Monday thru Friday
a ai.m. - B p.m.

HOURS KaLti-a.
■ .m. * f p.m.
VJ

Sunday

1 p.m. - ■ p.m.
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Drop by Noble Roman's downtown during the S.E.C. Tournament
and order a pizza, sandwich or a pasta dish. As always. Frosty Mugs
are 25* during •porting events. But, each time the U.K. Wildcats
win, we'll drop a nickle off the price of our Frosty Mugs down to
10* a mug each time U.K. plays!!
So come by Noble Roman's, catch a great deal, catch some great
games and catch some great food!

Monday: Hourly Specials
Tuesday: 3 for 1, 7- 9 p-m. 4V 2 for 1, 9 - 12 p.m.
WaaaaMaW Ladtos Night, special price* and no cover
Thursday: lea Tea $2.75

I

Friday and Saturday 6 - 9
$1 Pitchers and 3 for 1

At 1:30 a.m. the alarm sounded
and I yelled. "Priz, the building's on
fire!"
The next thing I knew, my deepsleeping roommate was up rubbing
her eyes, trying desperately to turn
off her alarm clock.
Meanwhile. I had already hit the
floor and had my shoes and socks
on. I yelled for Priz to put on some
sweatpants. Of course she was more
worried about her diamond rings
than freezing her legs off.
So there we stood out in front of
Combs Hall, with me, my teddy and
my roommate all decked out in a
blue jean jacket, a maroon terry
cloth robe and a pair cowboy boots
with no socks.
I thought to myself, aa we stood
out in the bitter cold and icy
sidewalks, this is just par for the
course.

Team up for Tournament Play
and
you're
the
winner!!!!

PUB

/

would I have thought if I had been
one of the two people trapped on the
11 th floor? The answer to that is a
whole lot!
That night, when I returned to my
dorm, and as my roommate and I
laid down to go to sleep, we discussed how we would react in a situation
such as that. In fairly explicit
details, we discussed our evacuation
plans just in case.
Before I went to sleep, I made
sure I knew where my coat was, my
purse, my shoes and socks, and my
extra fuzzy teddy bear.
After I had gathered up my
necessities, I made sure that I knew
where my roommate's valuables
were as well.
Coincidence or heart attack, I
don't know which, but just as we fell
off into la la land, we were awakened by the loud honking ring of the
fire alarm.
Never in my life have I seen two
women move as fast as Priscilla and
I did that night.

and
The University of Kentucky Wildcats

Noble Roman's
Downtown
623-4573

O'RILEY'S
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pa Delta sorority, which she said
haa been difficult but worth the effort. "The sorority has been so nice
to come back to. It has been hard for
me at times, because I have missed
so many functions because of music.
But 1 know that is what I am here
for. and you have to commit
yourself 100 percent."

The morning after the sixth floor
fire in Keene Hall, the news editor
and I, armed with paper, pen and
camera, headed over that way to
check out the damages for a story
in the next day's Progress.
As we walked up the stairs with
the assistant dorm director, the
smell of smoke was still overwhelmingly apparent.
The closer we got. the more I
began to question if this was really
as good an idea as I had thought.
Our guide stopped and carefully
opened the aahy black door. At first,
all we aaw was darkness. We slowly entered the hallway and at the
time you could still feel waves of
heat emanating from the concrete
walls.
Maintenance workers were
everywhere, mopping, scraping and
milling about in the ruins. A feeling
of grief swept over me as if this had
happened to me. I felt as if I had
seen a ghost or a dead body placed
before me.
A feeling of loss and coldness nipped at my heels. I thought, now is
the time to leave. But, of course, I
didn't. I proceeded with enthusiasm
in helping to get good descriptive
details surrounding the disastrous
event.
A careful trail of safe steps were
laid out for us to follow. The hall
was completely covered with about
two inches of black smoke and soot.
11 looked like the inside of a haunted
house on Halloween night. A crusty black film clamped its grip
around everything on the sixth
floor.
Another thing which spooked me.
because in a way I do believe in
supernatural powers, was that the
room where the fire originated was
Room 616. In addition, there are 616
residents living in Keene Hall. That
mystical "coincidental" fact is just
a little disturbing to me.
I mean Room 616 with 616
residents! Sounds pretty supernatural to me.
I've been called superstitious
before and I'm sure once you read
this column, you'll think it again.
Anyway. I left Keene Hall appreciating life just a little more than
I had when I walked into the place.
After leaving and getting off from
work, I began to think of my own
safety in the case of a fire. What if
that had been my dorm? What

I
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Sports
Colonels bow
to MTSU in
OVC tourney
By MlkeMsreee
Sport* *di tor
MURFREESBORO. Tenn. ■ The
1966-86 MHO cam* to a screeching
halt for the university'a men'a
basket bell team with an openinground IOM in the Ohio Valley Conference tournament here Monday.
And the Colonela were atill feeling
the effect* of the crash after their
88-66 loss to regular—eon cochampion Middle Tenneaaee State
University before 2.800 fans in Murphy Center.
The Bios Raiders, now 22-9
overall, advance to play Murray
State University in tbs semifinals of
the tournament Friday at Akron.
Ohio. The Colonels, who were 6-9 in
the league, end the season at 10-18.
"Whan thsy pUy like they did
tonight, it's hard to beat them,1
said Colonel guard John DeCamillis
Indeed. The Blue Raiders, not
lacking for massive players in the
lane, moved the ball inside at will
I think our lack of strength real
ly showed tonight." said Coach Max
Good.
MTSU's inside players produced
61 of the team's 88 points, while the
Colonels got juat 28 poaita on the
inside Guard Kim Cookaey, the
OVC'a leading scorer st 18.6 points
per game, also poured in 26 points.
The Blue Raiders came out smoking, running off eight unanswered
points in an early stretch to take a
22-8 lead with 9:14 left in the half.
The Colonels, still reeling, tried to
make s run late in the half, but got
no closer than seven before MTSU
pulled away to a 35-20 halftime lead
The Colonels shot just 37.6 par-

cent from the field in the first half.
Early in the second half, the Colonels mounted another charge,
drawing to within nine pointa at
41-32 with 16:00 to play.
But ones again, MTSU bald off
the charge and built a 69-40 lead
with 9:36 to play. The Colonels
could not recover
Guards DeCamillis and Jeff
McGfll wan co leaders kt scoring for
the Colonels with 14 points each.
Lewis Spanoe contributed 12 points
and eight rebounds.
Good said the difference in the
game was MTSU's shooting - 61.1
percent from the field. "They shoot
the ball without any fear because
they can crash the boards." he said
"I really think this was the best
they've played in the three games
we've played them," Good said of
the Blue Raiders. "I can't imagine
them playing much better than utey
did here tonight"
"My hat is off to Middle Tennessee because I think they're the
best team in our league and they'd
be a good represent stive in the
NCAA." Good said.
Good was quick to compliment
DeCamillis, who played 36 minutes
at lass than top condition. "I think
this final game epitomized the kind
of player he is." Good said.
But the pain and disappointment
showed in DsCsmflhs' eves after the
game.
"I started off the season looking
for eomethfag to fulfill the four
years," be said. "I guess ... I was
looking for a pot of gold at the end
of the rainbow. This year it wasn't
there . .. maybe some other time."

Seniors mark
end of career
By
Staff writ*
Ths ordy two

on ths

John DeCamillia end Gsry Powell.
participated in their final home
KwHIK Us#t TttasTsMMy.
DeCamillis said ths 7943 win
over Morebsad State University
made the right special. "Any victory over Morehoad is s big victory."
He added that after the season is
over he wfflmieahto teammates and
the
■**-■ at the university
•The whole team is like a family and
ths people here at Eastern are so
nice." he said.
Powell 23, who was playing in his
first foil 11 won as a Colonel, said
the time he has spent at the university had been quite a bit of fun, but
also a trying experience. He had to
ait out lest season due to s lack of

Progress photo/Mike Marsee

Randolph Taylor grabs a rebound against MTSU
Maybe. But DeCamllis won't be
around to take part.
• • •
In ths regular season finals last
Thursday at Alumni Coliseum, the
Colonels poetod a 79-63 win over
Morshesd State University, their
second win over the Eagles this
The Colonels jumped to a 12-8
lead in the game's early stages, then
built that lead to 17. and held a
45/28 halftime lead.

Two free throws by Gsry Powell,
making hfe final home appeal sues
as s Colonel, gsvs his team its
Isrgest lead at 67-44 with 8:27
remaining.
Spence led ell scorers in the game
with 20 pointa. Bobby Collins added 14 and McGUl scored 13.
DeC amilis, also in bis last gams
st boms, handed out 11 assists.
"As far as a career at Eastern,
you can't finish off much better
than this." DeCamillia said.

Head coach Max Good called
DeCamillia "one of the most underrated players in ths Ohio Valley
Conference." He sasd DsCsrattss, en
accounting and pre-taw major, was
s person the entire university community could be proud of.
DeCamillk, a point guard, led the
Colonels end ths O VC hi
with 186. en average of 7.7
Powell is a corrections major who
transferred to the university from
ths University of Richmond two
years ago. Good said Powell, a forward, had played well in all league
games and made contributions to all
the wins in the conference.
"He has done • very good job.
he's very rsUsbls and dependabls,
and has missed no practices. "Good
said. He added that Powell could
have matured and been even better
had he been eligible last year.

Powell led the team in field goal
percentage, shooting 68.7 percent.
DeCamuu*. 21. said basketball
has helped him be a better person
off the court. He said being captain
for three years and a team leader
made people see him as that type of
person off the court.
Powell esid. "Basketball gave me
the chance to come to college end
get en education." He added that
basketball also helped him be socially active end outgoing, and that it
helped him realii* what he wanted
in Ufa.
DeCamllis plena to attend law
school although he is not sure
which one. "I'm going to put my applications out and see who selects
me," he said.
A member of the OVC allacademic teem last year, DeCamillis
sekihswesnotdieeppointedtheths
was never chosen for the all-OVC
teem. " 111 take all-ecademic over sllOVC anyday," he said.
DeCamilis, a native of Louisville,
carries a S.2 GPA.
Powell.
originally
from
Washington, D.C., said be had made
contacts in that area tar possible
job* after graduation in a juvenile
detention center or a court.
He said the possibility of playing
ball oversees is another option.
DeCamilis said his greatest moment while on the Colonel basket
ball teem was a win over Western
Kentucky University in his
sophomore year The gems was st
home end "the crowd support
helped us beat them on a night we
shouldn't have."
Powell said he never had a
greatest moment, but that being
associated with a "great bunch of
guys who are does" and a school
such as this one gave hkn the opportunlty to have a lot of fun.

Classifieds
Ship your packages UPS or
i'urolulor ut Hole's Office Supply. 110 St. Ceorne St.. Rich
mond. fi'JI 0NKI
Bicycles; Koss and Concord.
Sale and service all makes. Richmond Supply 623 1.J9H.
SPRING BREAK COUPON
$10-1360 Weekly/Up Mailing
Circulars! No quotas! Sincerely
interested rush self-addressed
envelope: Success, P.O. Box
470CEX. Woodstock. IL 60096.

v

ii°o-.«62wr

ANY SWIMSUIT
$25 or more
$5 OFF ALL OTHERS
Limit One-Expire* 3/15/86

NEED EXTRA CASH? Bring
cassettes, records, stereos, lug- w
gage, chine, appliancee, stuffed
animals, curios, paperbacks,
jeweli y, anything of value to
The Village Peddler, next to
Penney'* Downtown. WE BUY
STUFF! 6234963.
"Thinking of taking some time
off from school? We need
MOTHERS
HELPERS
Household duties and childcare
Live in exciting NEW YORK
CITY suburbs. Room, board
and
salary
included.
20342247717 or 914-273-1626.

BTUDIQ 87
THE COLLEGE SHOP"
SPRING BREAK COUPON

JEANS for $5.00
Buy any pair of i«*n» at
any price, and get a second
pair, equal or leaser value, for
only $S.00! Limtt one coupon
"UDIO 27 Expire* 3/IS/86
usTUOlO B7

THE COLLEGE SHOP"
SPRING BREAK COUPON
Vied 6 pm -9 pm Onry

SHOES - xi PRICE

DAYTONA 8PRINO BREAK
'86. Room- .till available at
Penrod's Plaza Hotel in
Deytona Beach for $20.00 par
person, per night, quad occupancy . The Acthm la at Penrod'e
Plaxa Hotel this .prlng break!
Call 1-800-53-BEACH for

Buy any per of shoes at
any price, and sat a second
par. equal or lesser value, for
one-half ths regular or tale price
Urn*. On* Coieon-CKpirw 3/IS/M

BTUOIO B7
THE COLLEGE SHOP"
"A CAN YOU BELIEVE IT"

Lortagton residential camping
and coanmunity day program
for the msntelly hsmdWpped

5 vi#PfNow

Director, Head Conneelore,
Counselors,
Recreation
Specialiat, W8I. Cempcraft
Spsrialtat, RN. Salary 8136 to
$250 per week. Cell (6061
278-4712 or 2784160.

TANNING SESSIONS MUST
BE USED BY 5/31 /86-Urr*ted

CASH - We Buy or Loan
Monsy on
silver, gold,
■am la da, Tv's, guns, electric

"A YOU WON'T BELIEVE IT"

tjf |MI w* ntoMur, buKK^wUensTst, pOWCf

*—1. rfJ. -..—e— guitars.
etc. JOHNSON DIAMOND
EXCHANGE Big Hill Plum
Canter.
(Ail!
In n nnnwnsssf and strictly con

r

$9.99!
WOLFF* SYSTEM
TANNING BEDS

COUPON

WOLFF% SYSTEM
TANNING BEDS
10 Vlelte for $18.99
OR
15 VLeJte for 827.00
TANNING 8ESSIONS
MUST BE USED BY
5/31/86 Limited
STUDIO 27 - 624-2727

'
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Lady Colonels
fall in finale
to Morehead
ByBmt Risner
Staff wriUr

her fourth and fifth fouls in just 40
seconds. She left the game with
17:68 to play.
Following a Lady Colonel
timeout. Morehead built up s sixpoint lead only to have the Lady
Colonels corns back to tie the game
at 64-64 on a jumper by Fletcher
with 12:40 remaining.
The Lady Eagles than proceeded
to score outscore the Lady Colonels
7-2 to take the lead they never
relinquished.
The Lady Colonels tied the game
again at 67-87 with 4:43 to play, but
another Morehead spurt, during
which it scored 14 of the last 18
points in the game, iced the win.
Morehead center Mehasa Ireton
finished as the game's Iradlnf
scorer with 26 points, followed by
Kelly Stamper with 16.
For the Lady Colonels, guard
Fletcher had 16 points in bar final
appearance with the team. Carls
Cottey added 14. and Shalton scored
11 in her Lady Colonel finale, all in
the first half. Pam Taylor led the
team in rebounds with nine
Fletcher ended her basketball
career at the university aa the 10th
all-time leading scorer. Shalton
finished 12th on the all-time scoring
list.
The Lady Colonels shot 36.9 percent from the floor, hitting 27 of 73
shots. Fletcher was 7-for-23 from
the field, and Taylor was 2-for-12.
However, the Lady Colonels
outrebounded the taller Lady

Lady Colonel fans said hnni to
seniors Angela Fletcher and Margy
Shalton, who played thar final game
with the university's women's
basketball teem.
But the occasion was marred by
a game in which 67 personal fouls
were called, four Lady Colonels fouled out and the team fell 81-71 to
Morehead State University.
The Lady Colonels finished the
season last in the Ohio Valley Conference with a 1-13 League mark and
an 8-17 overall record. Morehead
ends the regular season at 6-8 in the
leegue and 13-14 overall as it heads
into the conference tournament.
The Lady Colonels and Lady
Eagles fought out a does first half
which saw the lead change hands rife*
times. Neither teem was able to hold
a lead greater than three points until Tine Reece bit two free throws
with 38 seconds left in the first half
to give the Lady Colonels a fivepoint edge.
Fletcher's 20-foot jumper at the
buzzer gave her team a 42-39
halftime lead.
During the first half, three Lady
Colonels. Shalton. Karen Carrico
and Sondra Miller each picked up
three personal fouls. Shalton led the
Lady Colonels at halftime with 11
points.
In the second half, the Lady Colonels were able to hang on to a onepoint lead until Shalton picked up

It's not time
for Good-bye

Progress photo/Seen Elkins

Karen Carrico watches Pam Taylor juggle the ball
rJaglee 47-46
Coach Dianne Murphy said she
was proud of the departing seniors
"I thought both of them played
very well," she said. "Certainly I
wish we could have won the game."
She alao said Shelton's early exit
waa the turning point in the game.

"If Margy had not fouled out, we
would have won the gams," Murphy
said.
As the offeeaeon begin*, eo do the
recruiting wars. Murphy said aha
was looking to recruit three
perimeter players and two inside
people.

Baseball team opens with 1-3 series
By Mike
Sperta
The university's baseball team
opened the 1986 season on a shaky
note, losing three of four games in
a weekend series at Western
Carolina University, which had
already played 10 games.
But Coach Jim Ward waa not
panicked about the team's overall
performance, partially because the
Colonels had seen little practice time
on the field due to foul weather.
"We weren't satisfied ... but
we're not discouraged.'' Ward said.
It's going to take some time for us
to get playing well consistently."
The Colonels played the four
games at Cullowhse. N.C.. in the
form of dourJahaaders Saturday and
Sunday. In the first game, the Colonels took a6-4 win in eight innings.
Tony Weyrich won the game with
a three-run home run in the top of
the eighth inning
Weyrich. Robert Moore. Brad
Brian and Bob Moranda each had
two-hit games.
Ed Norkus started for the Colonels and allowed just three hits in

five innings, but Jimmy Miles picked up the win in relief.
Neither team committed an error
in the game
"Naturally, we were pleasettwith
the first gams." Ward said. ^\_
In Saturday's second game, the
Colonels scored seven runs in the
first inning, but the Catamounts
came back for a 9-7 win.
The Colonels' first inning featured
doubles by Moore and Mike Mor
risey. tworun singles by Tim Redman and Marc Satanar and a two-run
borne run by Todd Quintains.
Pitcher Jeff Cruse assisted the
Catamounts' comeback allowing
eight hits and five walks, but Randy White was credited with the loss.
The Colonels ware guilty of four
errors in the second game. "We had
some problems defensively that
game," Ward said.
The Colonels returned Sunday
and were defeated 6-3 in the first
game, despite their pitching, which
allowed just three hits.
"Sam Holbrook was extremely effective," Ward said of Us starting
pitcher, who allowed only two hits
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in five innings.
over the defensive plsy. The team
The Colonels had seven hits, and made eight errors in the last three
Moore, Brian and Frank Kremblas games.
each had two of thoee.
The Colonels now play six games
But Western Carolina's three-run in five days, all at home They open
sixth inning led them to the win. the 22-game home slate with a
Ismieann Giefer waa the losing doubleheader on Saturday against
pitcher in relief
Evanaville University, and a SunAccording to Ward, the Colonels day twin bill with Bellarmine
produced their worst effort in the College.
final game of the series, a 12-6 loss
They then play s single game with
to the Catamounts.
the University of Kentucky on
Brian had a single and a home run Tuesday, and another with the
and Moranda slugged a two-run University of Cincinnati on
homer. Rusty Clark was the loeing Wednesday.
pitcher.
Game time for the doubleheaders
"I thought we swung the bats is 1 p.m. The single games will begin
pretty well" Ward said, pointing to at 2 p.m.
the Colonels' 31 hits in four games.
The Colonels leave March 13 for
He said the high number of a Spring Break swkig through
strikeouts was "not surprising at Georgia and Florida, in which they
this point."
play seven games between March 14
However, he expressed concern and March 23.

Because we have reached the end
of baaketbal season at this university, it seems only fair that this
space be given to basketball
In fact, I had written s column
featuring comments on the seasons
past and future from various regular
followers of the Colonels.
But that piece of prase has been
shelved, at least for a weak. It was
sent to the bench by something I
feel is an important issue, so I am
taking the soapbox again.
It seems that one man's job is at
stake. Rumors are running rampant
that men's basketball coach Max
Good may have coached his last
game for this university Monday in
Murfreasboro, Term.
These rumors are more than idle
chatter. They came from people who
would know if a coaching change
waa imminent. (Names are being
withheld for a number of reasons!
The university would commit a
terrible injustice to both Good and
the basketball program if it releases
him In the fallowing space. I will attempt to explain why.
First of all. Good is one of the
most dedicated, unselfish basketball
coaches you will ever hope to meet.
His first concern hi basketball matters is for the teem. Always
Good waa given few objectives by
the university administration when
he came to the program in 1981
Previous coaches at the university had been known to bring in some
players with leee than admirable
backgrounds, so Goad's primary
Uak was to "clean up the program."
He was to get rid of the school's
reputation for fostering basketball
outlaws. He was to recruit good kids
who might have some interest in
getting an education while here, and
by the way, be competitive in the
Ohio Valley Conference. That's it.
Hence, Good, it appears, has instituted this revolutionary idea that
just maybe we should consider the
players before the play.
Keep the players clean, keep them
in class, and if you win, that's gravy
on top of thoee things.
It's a good philosophy for those
who consider players as faf«w««» and
not just basket bail machines, and it
keeps mothers happy It may not be
an instant winner, but it's what they
wanted, isn't it?
Good has achieved both objectives he was given. He has cleaned
and spit-shined the program until it
all but glows.
And finishing in the upper half of
the conference standings certainly
8ualifies as being competitive,
cod's team finished thfcd last year
before be lost the entire irande game.

Out
in left field

Mike Marsee
How can you, gat rid of a coach
who's dons everything he's been
asked to do?
If they had asked him to win the
league, that would ve bean a different story, but they didn't
Want another reason to keep
Good around? You need look no further than this season's roster.
Considering the collective youth
of this year's team, it would be an
act of insanity to dismiss Good based mainly on recant statistics.
Good aboutd be re-evaluated when
the majority of the present squad
has had the opportunity to mature.
Want more? I have heard the
names of at least two potential succeesofs to Good. These nsrnes ware
given to me in confidence, but I can
aay that neither would be a step in
the right turection for the Colonels.
In fact. I can't think of a single
coach who would come here under
salary and working conditions equal
to Good's and do a better job.
But the bard truth is this: If
something is not dona the univer
sity may well lose a good basketball
coach for no apparent reason.
In an attempt to do what I can,
here's my proposal; If you care even
a little bit about Good and the
future of the Colonels, whether
you're a student, faculty member or
any concerned fan, I urge you to
write a letter directly to university
President
Dr.
H.
Hanly
Pundarburk
That's right. Send it to 107 Coatee
here on campus. And if there are
enough letters from enough people,
they will be noticed, and they wiD
make a difference.
• • e
In an effort to wrap up the season.
Good was asked what be would taD 1
local fans about the Colonels' future. \
"This sees on was a ssason of; ■
almoeU' (12 of the 18 losses were
by 10 pointa or lass)," Good said. "I
think we gained an awful lot of
valuable experience."
"I think we've got a good nucleus
of valuable basketball players and
if we can gat one or two
more ... well have a good basketball team," be said

NEED EXTRA CASH FOR
SPRING BREAK?

i

We will make small loans on:
Microwaves
Gold jewelry
Diamonds
Silver coins
Typewriters

Color TVs
35mm Cameras
VCRs & Video Cameras
Musical Instruments
CBs

JIM'S PA WN SHOP
Don't miss out on all
all the fun! COME SEE US/

3rd <fi Water
623-2810

Timers <** toy...

WE ARE NOT
JUST T-SHIRTS!

/ Love You
Congratulations
I'm Sorry
Surprise/
Happy Birthday
Thank You
Meet me in the Ravine
at Midnight/
SpecialHand-tied, mixed bouquet
$3.95

SCSIla MOCIII » PUNTING

MKSSAOE TODAYI

Products

LARGE ORDERS DIRECT
FROM THE FACTORYFUND RAISING ITEMS
AVAILABLE!

Mage Florist
I ill
125. S. Third
'downtown next to the
bus station

6234)340

imzm

CALL 624-2164
l«« WAUtR PARW RO RICHMOND

Additional toppings available.

urr usnauvD YOUB

Top Quality American Made

FOAM SUN VISORS
GREEK LETTERING FOR
SPRING SPORTS
LOWEST PRICES IN
RICHMOND AND LEX.

LARGE, 16
1-ITEM PIZZA AND 4 COKES.
ALL FOR ONLY $5.95.

AMHKANEXKfW

*«*,

No coupon necessary, just ask! But hurry,
because this offer is good only through March 12, 1986.
Sorry, no other coupons accepted with this offer.

Call us: 623-7724
119 S. Collins

HOURS:
11 AM to 2 AM Sunday-Thursday
11 AM to 3 AM Friday-Saturday
limited Delivery Area • 1966 Dommos Pi//a inc Ou- drivers carry less than $20

•

•
•

MINOS
ZA

To advertise,
Call 622-1872

ON

1 0*

**..

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
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Pair
assists
players

Colonels win
two of three

By Pun Loffue
Staff writ*
Moat of the university's athletes
are noticing a new face in the
athletic training room this semester.
Dave Ralston has been named the
university's new full-time assistant
athletic trailer.
Ralston, a native of Marshall, III,
came to the university from the
University of Michigan, where he
worked with track and field in the
spring and football in the fall.
He said he came here because he
wanted a chance to work in his field,
which is health. "Here I'm equally
exposed to all sports and at
Michigan I only worked with one
sport st a time."
Ralston joins Paula Sammarone.
the university's other assistant serving s second two-year term as
athletic trainer, who is in her second president of the National Athletic
year here. She said being a trainer Trainers Association. He was also
is often a tough job. "TTiey're the named Trainer of (he Year in
unseen people behind what goes on. 1983-84 by the NATA.
They don't get much credit but
Ralston began his duties at the
they're the heart and soul of s lot of university in January so he is still
athletic programs." she said.
new to the program.
Sammarone is s native of
Ralston teaches a dass in perPittsburgh and became interested in sonal health and would like to teach
sports at a youngage. "I was a tom- other courses such as first aid.
boy growing up.' she said. She
Ralston holds a bachelor's degree
played field hockey, volleyball and in health education from Western
basketball while a student at Kentucky University and a master's
Edgewood High School in degree in education from the
Edgewood. Pa. She also played soft- University of Michigan.
ball and swam in the summer.
The university also has 16 stuShe became interested in training dent assistants who aid with trainwhile a junior in high school. "There ing. He said the students have varywas a need to get some basketball ing degrees of knowledge about the
players taped and I sort of set up training program of athletes. "Some
my own little training room," she are in a learning stage and some of
said.
the older kids have progressed as we
Like Sammarone. Ralston also had hoped."
became interested in sports early in
Sammarone added that student
life.
assistant* put in long hours and get
"I played baseball in high school nothing in return. "If a student is
and I've been interested in sports interested and willing to work, we'll
from the time I knew what they ^>take them." she said.
were," he said He became a student
Sammarone
received
her
trainer when he was in eighth grade. undergraduate degree in health and
A trainer's duties consist of im- physical education with an English
plementing pre vent ion-of-in jury minor from Westchester State Colprograms as well as immediate lege in Westchester. Pa She receivtreatment and rehabilitation pro- eda master's degree from Michigan 1
cedures for injured athletes.
State University in 1984.
A certified trainer must hsve a
While studying st Michigan
thorough knowledge of anatomy, State, she served as head athletic
physiology, taping, nutrition, trainer at East Lansing High School
hygiene, conditioning, prevention of and also served as a graduate assisinjury, methodology and protective tant at MSU.
equipment
She said she came to the univerWhile in college he or she must sity for several reasons "It was my
complete courses such as: human first job out of school and it
anatomy: first aid: personal, com- presented me with a lot of
munity or school health, and basic challenges," she said.
athletic training He or she also
Sammarone teaches classes in
must complete 800 clock hours of community health and prevention of
clinical experience over a period of athletic injuries. She works mainly
two academic years.
with women's sports such as
At the university, the assistant volleyball and women's basketball,
trainers work under the direct but she also occasionally works with
supervision of athletic trainer Dr. football.
Bobby Barton. Barton, who is in his
Sammarone said she feels the
10th season as athletic trainer, is athletic program here is good.

Progress photo/Christopher Metz

Assistant trainer Dave Ralston assists a university football player
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"There is always more potential
everywhere." She added that she
also came to the university so she
could work with Barton.
Sammarone said she is pleased
with the addition of Ralston to the
staff. "He's very intelligent professionally, and he's adjusting well. I
think he's going to help us out a
lot." The two have already begun to
joke about the rivalry between their
respective alma maters.
A trainer's day begins early,
usually at 6:30 a.m. with morning
treatments. Then, after teaching
classes all morning, they give
treatments again at 1:00 p.m. "If
there is ajt'event going on at night
we don't get home until 11 o'clock,"
said Sammarone.
Although athletic trainers have a
great deal of knowledge about
athletic injuries, they are not doctors. "We are under the direct supervision of a doctor at all times." said
Sammarone. If an athlete needs
Dict|"if*t fifsSlItt Cot
*0W *" '*'* '
The finals of the 44th district high
school basketball tournaments will
be played Saturday in Alumni
Coliseum.
,-iThe girls' final matches Madison
Central against Berea or Model at
•7 p.m., and the boys' game pits
Central agaktst Berea or Richmond
Madison at 8:46 p.m.
Tickets are 62 in advance at local
high schools or S3 at the gate.

more treatment than the trainer can
provide, he or she is taken either to
the university infirmary or to Pattie A. Clay Hospital.
While not working, Ralston said
he enjoys playing softball, collecting
baseball cards and listening to country music.
Sammarone said she enjoys
meeting people and traveling with
the teams. She hopes to go to the
Olympics as a trainer in 1988. "I
just want to be there. They are top
athletes and it's exciting."
Sammarone said the thing she
likes most about being an assistant
trainer is working with healthy
bodies. "We never see the same
thing twice. It's always something
new.'"
••""•

By MikeMaraee
Sport* editor
The men'a team won two of three
weekend matches played at ETSU.
The Colonels took a 7-2 win in a
match with the University of North
Carolina-Charlotte, winning five
singles and two doubles matches.
All the Colonels singles wins were
in straight sets, with the closest being No. 6 Brian Marcum's 6-8, 6-4
win over UNCC's Todd Whyte.
Marcum and Andrew DiNola won
the No. 1 doubles match in straight
sets, and the No. 2 team of Chris
Smith and Scott Patrick edged
Ricardo Sequoia and Kevin Aron
6-4. 4-6. 7-6.
The Colonels' second match
resulted in a 6-3 loss to host ETSU.
The Colonels' top two doubles
teams were winners, and their lone
singles win was No. 3 Jim Laitta's
7-5. 6-4 defeat of Robert Hurt.
The team ended the weekend with
a 9-0 drubbing of Lincoln Memorial
University. All nine Colonel wins
were in straight sets, two of which
went to tiebreakers.
The men's team returns to the
Greg Adams Building for a pair of
home matches this weekend.
Ferris State College will visit for
a match at noon Friday, and the Colonels will host Miami (Ohio) University at 10 a.m. Saturday.
• • •
The university's women's tennis
team enjoyed a successful weekend
in round-robin play with three other
teams at the Greg Adams Building.
The Colonels were 6-3 in doubles
matches and 11-7 in singles matches
sgainst cast
East Tennessee
Stste
against
isnneasee state

University, the University of
Louisville and Ohio University.
Each player or doubles team faced a player or team from each of the
other schools, and one university
doubles team and two singles
players won all three of their
matches.
The Colonels' No. 3 doubles team
of Laura Hesselbrock and Beckie
Mark defeated Ohio's Kelly
Archibald and Erin Burke 3-6. 6-4,
7-6, and went on to win two other
matches with lees difficulty.
The No. 2 team of Sahrina Miles
and Pam Wise won two matches,
but lost 6-4, 7-6 to a U of L team,
and Jeanie Waldron and Dee Cannon took one match in the No. 1 slot,
but lost in three sets to U of L.
In singles action. No. 4 Cannon
was perfect, her ciossst match being
a 6-4, 6-2 win over Louisville's Lisa
Pepper.
No. 6 player Trad Parrella also
won three matches, including a 6-4,
1-6. 6-2 defeat of Burke.
No. 2 Hesselbrock won her first
two matches handily before falling
in three sets to Ohio's Trad Keenan.
Miles, the No. 6 player, also won
two matches, including a 6-3, 7-6
win over Hull, but only after losing
her first match.
No. 3 player Waldron's only win
was a 3-6. 7-6,6-3 defeat of U of L s
Mikki Rice. Wise, now playing in
the No. 1 position, lost all three
matches, although she played close
to Archibald before faUine 6-4, 6-7,
6-2.
The team will now take a break
until it begins the outdoor portion
ot
26
of its schedule on March 26.

League tournaments continue
By Mike Mi

Sports editor

Action in the Ohio Valley Conference men's basketball tournament continues without the Colonels but with the fMhsall and
finals in Akron, Ohio.
In first-round action Monday, the
Colonels lost 88-66 at Middle Tennessee. Murray State took a 78-66
decision over Austin Peay at home
and visiting Tennessee Tech upset
Youngstown State 71-68.
Friday's semifinal round mstrhns
MTSU and Murray at 7 p.m. and
Tech faces host Akron at 9 p.m.
The championship game will be

played at 7:30 p.m. Saturday.
The woman's tournament features
the league's top four teams and is
being played at Murfreeeboro, Tenn.
First-round games last night
matched Tech against Youngstown
and host MTSU against Morehead
State, which qualified for the tournament after defeating the Lady
Colonels 81-71 Saturday.
The championship game will be
played tonight.
The final men's regular season
standings in the OVC found Akron
and MTSU tied for the conference
lead.
Both teams carried 10-4 league

records. The Zips were 20-7 overall,
and the Blue Raiders were 21-9.
Murray, Austin Peay and
Youngstown finished in a three-way
tie for third at 8-6. The Racers were
16-11 overall, the Governors were
14-13 and the Penguins were 12-16.
Tech was sixth at 64 and 13-14.
The Colonels were 6-9 and 10-17,
and Morehead brought up the rear
at 1-13 in the league and 8-19
overall.
Next week The Eastern Progress
will announce the players and
coaches of the year, the allconference teams and the final
statistical leaders.
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MAMA LEE'S PIZZA RESTAURANT
228 S. 2nd St, Richmond Ky.

JACK'

Come See Mama's New Look!!!
In-House Specials:
Sun.: All the Spaghetti You Can Eat $2.60
Mon.: Big Mama Calzone $2.09
Tues.: $1 off Dinners, 50* off
Sandwiches
Wed.: Lasagna Day,
included salad and
garlic bread «„«,„Delivery Special: «»**■<»*
Sun. - Tues.;
623-3531
Lg. 16" pizza, $5
FREE Delivery

ONE HOUR CLEANERS
Phone 623-6244
205 Water St., Richmond, Ky

QUALITY DRYCLEANING
AT REASONABLE PRICES SINCE 1964
• INSURED STORAGE -SUEDE & LEATHER
• ALTERATIONS
SERVICE
Experienced Silk Cleaning
FREE PARKING AT THE DOOR

»v*r*d«y in* pnrre
I I' - 4 i MMIH

$8.98
$9.98

$6.99
$7.99

VCR & 2 MOvffes
$8.00
one night only, with
ad

We buy and Tell
used LPs & Tapes

PHOTO CONTEST

| Richmond Plasma Center I
'
|

Now At New Location
125 South Third Street
624-9815

sponsored by
The Eastern Progress

A
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'
|

-'-■■*

n«5J '

! $8 To $10 Per Visit j
1
{& jrP^it^StM /

/S§N£^K
Rj2r»eK5»

STUDENT SPECIAL
$1.99 ♦ tax
with student i.d.
Bttf and Bean
Enchilada with
choice of Rice or
Beans

WEDNESDA Y
SPECIAL
Jumbos are $1.49
AllDay

THURSDA Y
SPECIAL
1 Taco and 1 Mug for

$1.00

"Iff good hrtu**n 1 4pm
a*d M II pm

First ind Water Streets

While you're on Spring Break, take your camera, catch some .
great shots and win some cash when you return
Rules:
Photos must be taken the week of March 15 - 22, 1986.
Photos must be black and white or color prints shot with 36mm film. In the event that your photo is selected
as a winning picture, you must have negatives ready for printing by The Eastern Progress .
Photos must be submitted by Friday, March 28, 1986. Brings your photos to 117 Donovan Annex.
Photos will be judged by The Eastern Progress Photo Editor and an EKU photojournalism instructor.
Photos wil be judged on composition, originality and technical quality.
Photos do not have to be of Florida or other typical Spring Break vacation locations.
Prizes are: $20 for 1st place, $16 for 2nd place, and $10 for 3rd place.
Winning photos will be published in the April 3rd edition of The Eastern Progress.
Eastern Progress staff members and their families are not eligible to win.
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